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THE SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY,
INCORPORATED
P. O. Box 157 Glasgow, Kentucky 42142-0157
WE NEED OUR READERS' HELP!
The photograph on the cover has been in our Historical Society files
for several years and the donor's name somehow was misplaced.
Who is this pensive gentleman of long ago —
Was he a peddler riding through the county?
Was he the owner of the house shown in the background?
Was that a home-made fishing^7e m his hands or a prodding stick?
Where was this house located?
When was the picture taken?
This photograph evokes many feelings upon its study ... solitude,
sadness, pride ... please help us identify this quiet man.
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With the helpof our members, wecan continueto bring valuable information!
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Church Records a Valuable Source of Family Htstorv
Submitted by Sandi Gorin, 205 Clements Ave, Glasgow, KY 42141-3409.
Some overlooked records for genealogical Information are those of the
old church record minutes. Passed over by many of us thinking that they
contain nothing but a list of rules and regulations, we are missing out on not
only family history, but a look at the life of the pioneer families. Those that are
available contain a goldmine of Information if we will but take the time to read
them. Most of the records available involve the Baptist Church as this was the
first established church in Barren County.
Baptist Churches were divided early into different Associations. In 1804,
the Green River Association was formed, consisting of 38 churches and 1876
members. It covered a vast territory and was later divided into districts. In the
same year, Russells Creek Association was formed at the meeting house of
Pittman's Creek Church (located now In Taylor Co.) Among its first church
were: Metcalfe Co KYrTrammel's Creek Church; Adair County: ZIon Church;
Larue Co KY: South Fork of Nolynn Church and Otter Creek. Marion Co KY had
Liberty Church; Hart Co KY had Lynn Camp Church. The Stockton Valley
Association Included by 1838: Mill Creek, Meshek's Creek, Casey's Fork, Clear
Fork, Beaver Creek, G^er Creek, Kettle Creek, Sulphur, Brimstone, Roaring
River, Spring Creek, Salt Lick, Liberty, Cumberland River, Skaggs Creek,
McFarlands Creek, Mt Zlon, Seventy-Six, West Fork, Collins River, Hopewell,
Caney Ridge, Caney Fork, Hopeful, Hickory Creek, Middle Fork, Sinking Creek,
Big Fork, Rocky River, Sinking Spring, Poplar Cove, Wolf River, Cave Spring and
Martins Creek.
The Green River Association In Barren County Included: Mt Tabor, Mt
Pleasant, Concord, Doughty's Creek, Skaggs Creek (Poplar Log), Bethel, Mt
Plsgah, Mt Zion, Pleasant Hill, Dover, Glasgow Baptist, Peters Creek, Salem,
Three Springs and Mt Vernon. In neighboring counties - Monroe Co: Fountain
Run, Mill Creek 1 and 2, Hopeful, Mashek's Creek, Cumberland River, McFahand
Creek, Skaggs Creek and Temple Hill. Metcalfe Co*. Dripping Springs, Blue
Springs, Glovers Creek, East Fork, Little Barren 1, 2 and 3.
Different Associations, albeit Baptist in their teachings, had differences in
opinions. Some were Separate Baptist, some Missionary, some Anti-Missionary.
Some believed in foot washing and the laying on of hands, many believed In
closed communion. There was an early anti-slavery church that broke away in
the early 1800's. Many members of the early Baptist Churches were not even
Baptistsl Since there was no other denomination nearby, families joined the
Baptist church until a church was formed of their persuasion.
What records can be found in these old church minute books? (1)
Membership lists - one single list showing the name of the member and most
likely when they joined; how they joined (experience, baptism, transfer from
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another church); how they left the church (exclusion, dismissal at their request
or death) or a membership list for each year. When it was Association Meeting
time, each church 3 "messengers" who lx>re with them a letter as to their
membership, how many had joined, left or died during that year. (2) Obituaries.
"Resolutions of Respecr, or notices as to the death of a member. (3) Reasons
for leaving the church. Theexclusion was caused when the church member had
been involved in a transgression. These fell into several categories; (a) Moral
issues, (b) general - repeated intoxication, "stripping to fighr, suing a fellow
church member at a public court, swearing, leaving a meeting In "disorder," non
attendance, joining other denominations, horse racing &betting, fishing and
hunting on the Sabbath, etc. The dismissals encompassed (a) moving out ofthe
bounds ofthe church, (b) joining another church of like belief that was closer to
their home. A member had to be in good standing with his or her church before
a dismissal was given. A letter was prepared by the Clerk and given to the
member. They could notjoin another "sister" church without this letter. In some
Instances, after a considerable period of time had passed and another church
had notcalled for the individual's letter, the old church tried to contact them and
find out why they had not joined another church. The clerk often entered the
church name and location from which the new member had come and the same
irrformation onthe church where they had gone. (4) Offices held - ordinations of
ministers and deacons, messengers to the Association meetings, sextons and
firemen (those who were to keep the stoves stocked, if the church could afford
one.) (S) Miscellaneous information. There are weather reports, health
information. Civil War references and musters causing cancellation of services,
problems getting deeds to church lands, repairs and upkeep of the "meeting
house", and slave difficulties.
Blacks were allowed membership and were afforded the same rights and
privileges as the white meml>ers. In fact, there were fewer exclusions among
the black membership than the white in most churches. Some of the issues
comfronted by the local church Included a black brother had seen his wife sold
off to another master living at great distance. He knew thatthey would never see
each other again. After a period of time, he approached the church elders to ask
permission to re-marry to another slave and It was a difficult decision for a
white pastor and deacon to make. Black members were often allowed to have
their own services In conjunction with the regular church meetings but were
seldom allowed to t>e licensed as a minister or start their own church.
The humanity of our settiers comes through the church records more
than any other "official" document we can find. We see the problems with non-
attendance when the members had to come such great distances to church.
There was the gossip of the sisters, the cutting up of children during the
services and business meetings (church only held once a month); the travail of
the pastors who sometimes served up to 4 churches a month; the desperate
need for finances to keep the windows glassed or the walls chinked; the fears
as with "Old Father Lock" (Jacob Lock) when he couldn't make It to services
because the "waters were high". We read of dry times when we "opened the
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church door for the reception of members, none came." And of the revivals
(called protracted meetings or endeavor meetings) when everyone seemed to
be saving up for that service to become a Christian and join the church. The
baptisms are always noted, whether it be in freezing cold or boiling heat. We
read of the desperate need for more ordained ministers and the horseback
riding pastor going ait over the County week by week, being paid only in
chickens, grain, vegetables and even whiskey. We read the scribbled
handwriting of the clerks as they struggled with the spelling of members names.
It is history unfolding before our eyes.
MEMBERSHIP OF GOOD SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
Edmonson County, KY 1842-1920
Transcribed by Mary Tingle, Louisville, KY
3rd Saturday in February 1842 - organized with following members:
BROWN BLAIR MARY BLAIR ISAAC BLAIR LUCY BLAJR
DAVID BLAIR BETSEY BLAIR J L SMITH SARAH SMITH
RACHEL PACE WM SKAGGS J D SANDERS SALLY SANDERS
THOMAS T MEREDITH ESALINE SMITH PEGA. DAVIS
Members joined: Exp= experience; Let=letter, Exc=excluded, Dis=dismissed by
letter, E&B - experience & baptism.
G W BLAIR Exp Nov 1857, dis & exc NATHAN SKAGGS Exp, dism
MARTHA BLAIR Exp, dead, lined through PARADINE GUESS Exp, dead
WM HOUCHINS Exp, dead PP CLEFFORD Exp,exc
MARTHA CLEFFORD Exp,exc EDWARD BLAIR Exp, dead
MARGARET BLAIR Exp, dead JOHN BLAIR Exp, dead
SUSAN BLAIR Exp, dead L C MEREDITH Exp, dis
LOUISA MEREDITH Exp, dis JANE STURGEON Exp.dead
McHALY LOGSDON Exp,dead ELIZABETH SMITH Exp, dead
G W HOGAN Exp Dec 1857, dead JANE HOGAN Exp 12/58
dead
OTTO LOGSDON Exp Dec 1857, dead JAMES R BLAIR Exp,exc
M N BLAIR Exp, dead JANE GUESS Exp, dead
MARY KERR Exp, dead HENRY BLAIR Exp,dead
MARY STERGEON Exp,dead LUCINDAMcDAFFERN Exp. dead
BRADLY SANDERS Exp, restored, dead ELLEN BLAIR Exp, dead
MARTHA DENHAM Exp, dead NANCA DENHAM Exp, dead
ANNA SANDERS Exp, dis R HOGAN Exp 1/58 dead
ADALINE HOGAN Exp Jan 1858, dead MANDA AGE Exp l/se.dead
MARY HOGAN Exp Jan 1858, dead LUCINDAY BLAIR Exp 1/58,dead
WM AGE Exp Jan 1858, dead M J BROOKS Exp 1/58.dls
JSAAC JENKINS Exp Jan 1858, dead H C GUESS Exp 1/58.dead
BROWN BLAIR Exp Feb 1858, exc SHAD OWENS Exp 2/58,exc
PARADINE GUESS Exp Mar 1858, dead ELIZABETH BLAIR Exp 3/58,dead
MARY B SAMPLES Exp Apr 1858, dead SUSAN DENHAM Let 4/58,dead
JULIE DENHAM Exp May 1858, dead MARY L BLAIR Exp 7/60,dead































































































































































































MARTHA J MEREDITH Exp- SUSAN BLAIR Exp-
JOE HOGAN Exp, exc 8/1907 CASSEY A BLAIR Exp, dis
S A STRANGE Exp- LONEY BLAIR Exp,dead
KATIE BLAIR Exp. LULIE DOSSEY Exp, dead
ELEN DOSSEY Exp- MARY GIPSON Exp-
NORA GIPBSON Exp 6/1911, dis R H RIGDON Exp, exc
5/1902
DA. McCOY Exp, exc EMEY. HOGAN Exp,dis
4/17/1920
CATHERINE BLAIR Exp.dis 10/1921 BELLE GIPSON Exp,dis
10/1921
LUTITIA OIPSON Exp 9/94 - lined through WM RAMON Exp,dis 1914
M E DAVIS Exp. dis EMER. DAVIS Exp, dis
U F DAVIS Exp, dis LINEY BLAIR Exp-
BELLE PITMAN Exp, dead RHODA PAGE Exp. dis
PERNIE DOSSEY Exp, dis May 1907 T J SANDERS Exp-
VESSIE BLAIR Exp, dis 5/1909 W H GIPSON Exp-
ADA JONES Exp, dead BECA MEREDITH Exp, exc
WM SKAGGS Exp, exc JACK DAVIS Exp, exc
RUBE KERSEY Exp, exc 4/1905 ALES. HOGAN Exp. dis
LARA MEREDITH Exp, dead G E BLAIR Exp-
M F DEMUMBRUM Exp- D E ISEMBERG Exp-
D E tSEMBERG Exp, dead 4/1910 MARY CASWELL Exp.dead
ALLIE BLAIR Exp, dead MARY LING Exp, dis
DORA COX Exp, dis 7/1916 PARODINE HOUCHIN Exp, dis 9/916
BETTIE CASWELL Exp, dead CLEMONTINE WILKINS Exp, dead
J R BLAIR Exp- JOHN R BLAIR Exp.
SARAH B RAWER Exp, dead DA. SANDERS Exp, dis
CORAB No last - lined through J W SANDERS Exp, dead
G R HOGAN Let- SUSAN HOGAN Let-
MARY B HOGAN Letdead EDDIE MINYARD Let-
B B MINYARD Exp- W H SANDERS Exp-
MARY R GORE Exp, exc JULIA A MEREDITH Exp. dis
SARAH N MEREDITH Exp- J W BARBEE Exp
JOSSIE CRUMP Exp, letter LEVI RICHARDS Exp
AADEMUMBRUN Exp. FRANK RITTER Exp
C E BYNUM Exp- G W PAGE Exp,let 10/1906
ELLA BARBEE Exp- VERA SANDERS Exp-
LOTTIE MEREDITH Exp- M J MEREDITH Let, dead
SALLIE MEREDITH Exp. SALLIE CONSTANT Exp, dis
GEORGE A CASWELL Exp. dead LOU MEREDITH Exp, dead
JOE MEREDITH Exp. dead 6/1923 BRNN WILSON Exp, exc
8/1907
PERL DOSSEY Exp- G W SELF Let, exc
SINTHA A SELF Let, dis LEATHEY SELF WOOD Let -
WAID SELF Let, dead ROSEY SANDERS Let, dead
G W PUCKET Exp 11/1901, exc 2/1903 BETY DAVIS Exp 11/1901,
let 1906
MINEY WILKINS Exp 11/1901, dis 10/1906 SALY MILES Exp,dead
12/24/1904
J N MILES Exp 11/1901, exc J D BLAIR Acknowledge.
ment, exc 1907
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HAUKS SANDERS Exp- ROBERT STINSON Exp, dis 9/1910
SOPHY STINSON Exp. dis 9/1910 DAN SANDERS Exp -
DEXTER CARTER Exp- M H CLINENS Credrt of letter
exc 3/1908
STELLAR SANDERS Exp 11/1901 - DISTEE CARTER Exp 11/1901-
LOLAR CRENSHAW Exp 11/1901, dead L F McGAVIL Exp 5/1903
D L McGAVlL Exp 5/1903, exc 1904 CHARLEY DAVIS Exp -
J A RICHARDS Exp- JOHN S SELF Exp, exc 1906
ALFRED CWILLSON Exp, exc 1907 E M DAVIS Exp-
QEOROE M SANDERS Exp • MARY E McGAVIL Exp-
OMA DOSSEY Exp,dis CLAIRY B BLAIR Exp-
MYRTLE MEREDITH Exp- DEBBY GIPSON Exp, exc
JESSIE COX Exp 4/1902, dis 5/1902 ALFRED COX Exp 4/1902,
dis 5/1902
EL COX Exp 4/1902, dis 5/1902 W H HIGHBAUGH Exp 4/1902-
J L HIOHBAUOH Exp 4/1902- ALBERT COX Relationjet
5/1902
i C SNIDER Relation, dis 5/1902 B FCHILDERS Exp, dis 5/1902
CORA SNIDER Exp. dis 5/1902 VERNIE HIGHBAUGH Exp,dis 5/1902
M J STURGEON Let, dis 5/1902 M J STURGEON Let. dis 5/1902
MARTHA COX Credit (etter, dis 5/1902 MARY J SNIDER Lined ttirough
CHARLIE SNIDER Exp, dis 5/1902 SHACK DOYEL Exp, dis 5/1902
ROXIE DOYEL Exp, dis 5/1902 BOY COX Exp, dis 5/1902
MANDY COX Exp, dis 5/1902 CORA SNIDER Exp, dis 5/1902
J B DOSSEY Let 1M 903, dis 1907 SJ SANDERS Lell/1903-
G W SELF Restored 4/1903, dis 1907 J L BLAIR Restored
1/1905-
(To be continued:)
SOME OF THE EARLY SETTLERS OF BLUE SPRING CREEK
(AbstractedFrom the writings of William Daniel Tolle)
''Blue Spring Creek is a short stream running through the northern part of
Barren County. It runs through a fine farming section of the county known as the
''Barrens**. It rises In which Is now Metcalfe County and not very far from Big
Meadow Church, which is on the public road leading from Edmonton to Horse
Cave through HIseville. The head of the creek Is a boiling spring, the bottom of
which has never been found. It rises in what might be termed a pond of
considerable dimensions. Its waters are blue, hence the name 'Blue Spring
Creek*. The first settlers on the banks of the creek and adjacent thereto were
noted for their integrity and industry. Their descendants that still remain on the
old homesteads are following in the footsteps of their ancestors.
DAVID SMITH was the first settler at the head of the creek that 1 knew of.
He might have been the first settler. After I first knew him he went to Edmonton
and served as Jailer of the county. He is now dead. His farm is now owned by
JAMES BURKS. JAMES BURKS married for his first wife HARRIET THOMAS, a
daughter of the late PRESLEY THOMAS, who also lived on the banks of the Blue
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Spring Creek. JAMES BURKS married for his second wife l-AURA GALLOWAY, a
daughter of DAVID GALLOWAY, another landmark of the Blue Spring country.
ANDERSON CRENSHAW was another veteran of the Blue Spring Creek
country. His sons were the late A W (ALLIE) CRENSHAW, HENRY CRENSHAW,
and JAMES CRENSHAW (all now dead), and THOMPSON CRENSHAW who is
now living and the father of ur townswoman, Mrs R H BARTON. All of the sons of
ANDERSON CRENSHAW named above resided on or near the waters of the Blue
Springs Creek during their lives and left large families, many of whom yet reside
on or near the land of their ancestors.
DAVID GALLOWAY and ISHAM GALLOWAY, two trusted citizens and
brothers, were raised on Blue Spring Creek, and each raised reputable families,
most of whom live near where their fathers lived.
EMILY TWYMAN, bedfast for 65 years, owned and operated a farm, was a
strong Baptist, had regular services at her home. She kept negroes on her farm,
and had her farm run successfully. She was regarded as one of the best women.
BUFORD PEMBERTON, dead, farm later owned by his son WILLIE
PEMBERTON, also dead, and now owned by his widow, LIZZIE TWYMAN
PEMBERTON. JAMES R HOARD, dead, farm owned by his son G H HOARD.
ALEX EDWARDS, dead, his farm now owned by his heirs, JOHN B
EDWARDS, dead, farm later owned by his son THOMAS EDWARDS, now dead;
later owned by his son, SOLON, a Baptist preacher, who now occupies tt with a
Mr BOSTIN who moved there from near Center in Metcalfe County. ISAAC
WILCOX dead, farm owned by his children. EDWARD S EDWARDS, a noted
Christian preacher, now dead, his farm owned by SALLY PARRISH EDWARDS,
widow of his son, ED, better known as NED EDWARDS.
(Taken from Backroad of Barren County).
A GLANCE BACK IN TIME
Taken from the Glasgow Times
Our community was startled on Sunday evening last with the painful
intelligence that little JENNIE DEPP, daughter of Mrs HARDIN DEPP, had
suddenly and unexpectedly died at the residence of THOMAS M DICKEY, Esq.
JENNIE was a lovely little girl, greatly loved by all who knew her, and was the
Idol of a fond and stricken mother. Her gulless spirit has entered upon that rest
that remains for the pure in heard, and many sincere prayers will go up that the
dreadful calamity may be tempered in its rest upon a mothers bleeding heart. Dr
BARBEE conducted the funeral exercises, on Monday, after which the remains
were deposited in the family burying ground in town. (Jan 8,1874).
Mrs JOE GILL died Monday night of measles. Her husband left her some
time ago and she was in destitute circumstances. With the proper attention and
care she doubtless would have lived. Mr GILL lives in Nashville. (April 8, 1896).
Mr LYNN PULLIAM and Miss ALICE ADAMS, of the Glasgow Junction
country, eloped to Jeffersonvllle last Thursday week and were united in
marriage. The bride Is a daughter of Squire J H ADAMS, one of the best men and
most prominent citizens of the ounty, and is a young lady highly esteemed by a
large circle of acquaintances. (March 18,1896).
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Mr GEORGE MANSFIELD is cleaning off the ground and preparing for the


















Ronnie Lynn Gilley, Gallatin, TN
Linda Marie Gilley, Kiieen, TX
Andrew Scott Garmon, Edmonton, KY
Tayna Oarlene Gilley Garmon, Edmonton, KY
David Guy Gilley, Louisville, KY
Herman Gilley Jr, Knob Lick, KY
Dorothy M Reece Gilley, Knob Lick, KY
Gerald Wayne Gilley, Kileen, TX
Laura Marilyn Gilley, Kileen, TX
Martin Bryant Thomas, Lexington, KY
James Martin Shipp, Mt Sterling, KY
Linda Lou Mattlngfy, Louisville, KY
Augustine (Warder) Royalty, Louisville, KY
Kelm D Chandler, Ponca City, OK
















If you would like to apply for a Pioneer Certificate and your ancestor resided In
Barren County, KY before 1870, send a legal sized SASEto the Historical Society V. Sandra
K Gorin, 205 Clements Ave. Glasgow, KY 42141-3409. You will be mailed a two-page
application to complete. Upon receipt of your completed application and $9.00 per
application, your application will be processed and you will be mailed your certificate
which is suitable for framing.
A TIPPLING HOUSE? Its a tavern operating without city permitsl
BOOKS FOR SALE BY THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Prices shown are postpaid. Please order directly from the South Central KY
Historical & Genealogical Society, P O Box 157, Glasgow, KY 42142-0157.
BARREN COUNTY KY CEMETERIES. Published 1992, this is a useful tool for
Barren County Researchers. Hard bound, 8 1/x x 12, 528 pages. Contains an 18-
page surname Index with 612 cemeteries and 39,915 names shown. $28.00.
TIMES OF LONG AGO by Franklin Gorin - first white child born in Barren Co.
Gives as account of early Barren County people, places 8i events. 182 pages,
hardt>ound. $14.00
STORIES OF EARLY DAYS as told by Cyrus Edwards, by his daughter F E
Gardner. Hardbound. $17.50.
THE BARRENS. A family genealogy of the White, Jonex, Maxey, Rennick, Pope
and Kirkpatrlck and related lines, by the late Emery HWhite. $11.50
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BARREN COUNTY. KY COURT ORDER BOOKS by Peden & WHson.
Volume 1 1799-1802 $9.00 Volume 2 1803-1805 $9.00
Volumes 1806-Apr1812 $14.00 Volume 4 1812-1818 $14.00
LITTLE BARREN - Formerly Trammels Creek Church Mintues. Now In Metcalfe
Co, KY. 1815-1849, by Peden. $6.00.
QOODHOPE CHURCH of Barren, Now Metcalfe Co 1838-1872, Peden & Wilson.
$6.00
LICK BRANCH CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 1824-1870, by Peden.
$6.00.
PLEASANT RUN CHURCH. McFARLANDS CREEK. 1827-1844, Monroe County,
Peden. $6.00.
MT TABOR CHURCH HISTORY by a committee of present members. $11.65
BIOGRAPHY OF JACOB LOCKE by Rev James P Brooks. $2.60
THEN AND NOW by Dr R F Grinstead. $2.60
CALLUM HOLMAN BAILEY. Early Settler of Barren Co. Compiled by Alice Morrey
Bailey. $17.60.
1879 Beers & Lanaaan Mao Barren County. KY. 24 x 301/2, laminated, b&w
cardstock. Land owner's names with insets of Cave City, Glasgow,
Glasgow Junction, Rocky Hill, Slick Rock and Flat Rock. Suitable for
framing. $5.00 for map plus $1.50 for mailing tube plus $2.15 for 1st class or
$1.45 for 3rd class mailing.
OORlXr aHlTBAMKtlCAli PVBIiMKnVO
BEAVER DAM BAPTIST CHURCH. Edmonson Co KY 1817-1847.
Originally in Warren Co KY. 95 pages $12.00
CONCORD BAPTIST CHURCH, Barren Co KY 1811-1870. Begun
by Peden - over 4500 names with extra genea &hist. 140 pgs $27.00
DEATHS & OBITUARIES VOL S.Barren & Monroe Co plus some
Allen, Hart, Edmonson & Cuml>erland. Those born in 1880's to
early 1900's. 110 pgs plus full-name index. $17.00
DRIPPING SPRINGS BAPTIST CHURCH 1798-1853 now of Met
calfe Co. Added family info, 154 pages. $27.00
GREEN RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH. Hart Co KY 1803-1827.
Valuable reference to many old names transcribed by Judge Roy
A Cann. 38 pgs. $7.00
INDEX BOOK 2. Merged indexes of all the birth and death records
by Gorln Genealogical and Peden. 26,000 names, shows which
books that name is located. 99 pages $12.00
INDEX BOOK 3. Includes merged indexes of published church
records in print by Peden & Gorin - over 15,000 names. $12.00
INDIAN CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH Monroe Co KY 1835-1881.
Begun by Peden, Book 1.132 pages of minutes. $17.00
MILL CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH #1. Monroe Co - Old Mulkey.
1798 thru 1820 - membership lists thru 1890. 63 pages. $ 7.00
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MINISTERS RETURNS. Barren Co Kv 183S-Nov 1881. Photo
copies of the originals, 120 pgs. $17.00
MONROE CO KY CIRCUIT COURT VOL 2.1885 thru 1907. 89
cases including 32 divorces. Much Information! 115 pgs. $17.00
MT PISGAH BAPTIST CHURCH of Barren Co, Book 1,1870-
1900. Trans by Peden; membership lists thru 1919.115 pgs $17.00
REVOLUTIONARY WAR PENSION APPHCTIONS Vol 2 - a few
War of 1812. Covers Allen, Cumberland, Green, Hart, Monroe
& Russell Co. only. 104 pages. $17.00
SILOAM BAPTIST CHURCH ISGO-Oct 1907. 68 pgs plus index
& church history. $12.00
All books are soft cover, spiral bound, full name indexes. Postage &
handling included. KY residents add 6% sales tax. Order from: Sandra K
Gorin, Gorin Genealogical Publishing, 205 Clements Ave., Glasgow, KY
42141-3409. Researching available, send a large SASE with two 29 cent
stamps for research rates and full listing of over 175 books available.
•THIS AND THAT-
Your Editor is searching for photographs of the old
Kreek/Crenshaw/Staples/Buford Mill which is on her property. If you have
any photos of this mill located on Beaver Creek, please contact me at 562
Beaver Valley Road, Glasgow, KY 42141.
The Society is forming a Speaker's Bureau which will be available for
programs in Barren County, ff you have need of a speaker dealing with the
history of Barren County, please contact Sam Terry, Sandi Gorin or Cecil
Goode at the addresses shown in the Membership List in this issue.
Have you checked out the upcoming program schedule for the
Society? We have some very talented and interesting speakers coming up,
come and join usi
Need some nifty Christmas gifts, or looking for someplace to spend
your Christmas gift money ... invest in the history of Barren County by
browsing through the books available for sale by the Society!
Remember! We need your imput and materials. Can't fmd your
families ever listed? If you have data you'd like to share, it might help other
descendants so SEND IT IN!
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777 AndeAAon-l'eA^inA "Road, [dinonixynf Kentucky k2l29
1915 38iJi. JeAAace, ^auieAviLLe, IL. 3^605
Box. fO^t, JoAAyiA, ^o- 65653
3l2k NJli, (6iA. Ave,, §aineAviLLe, 1 L» 3^605-3702
f.O. box tkO, \}ina, C<^. 96092-0/^
50/ SoutA ^AeenStAeeif fLtiApx)u/f KeniucAy k2tkf
S, BeLaLte DAive, /^oneti, fllo* 657OS
1^3 Box S^, AppLeton Qii.y, (^o* 6k72k
3726 J'dyloA BLvd., LotiiAviLLe, Kentucky U(^(5
t2i8 ShLVifnee, BowLing ^Aeen, Kentucky Ok-k2^
258k Onayon lAaiL, 'llateAfoAd, (f\o. k8j28-ji7<^
9213 AuhuAn Ave.f §ef.feAAontown, Ky. k02<^^~t603
3717 ManoveA ^oad, LoulaviLLe, Kentucky ^020^-^^03
3890 QAeAtmont I^Aive, Santa PlaAUif Qa* 93^55
2(96 ^anLyn Hoadf LouiAviLLe, KentucAy k(^99~L7i8
211 tiew SaLein. Hoad, ^LaAyotu, KentucAy k2lki
5333 I^anielA, ^Aoy, /^icAiyan ^8098
lO}k JoAeAt Ave.j Kinkwoodf (^o. 63i22
^aAt //tA, TLace, H^ybaAt, 9n. ^63^2
L5^5 ShephaAdAv iLLe Hoad, Hod^enviLLe, Ky, k27k8
^50! Iktk, '̂ ayN»l., St, PeteAAbuAy, IL, 33703
95^5 t' 9u.eAA StAeet, fioAemeade, [a, 9i770-2i0k
6(7 StAeet 'iUiAhinyi^n, D,Q, 20002^5229
707 SouiA StAeet, §LaA(^ow, KentujcAy k2tkl
208 HuAAt dAive, ^Ld HicAoAy, Jn. 37(38
5^93 ^oAev iLLe Hoad, ^LoAyow, Kentucky k2fki
30 '̂H, rLeaA StAeet, ALbany, Ky, ^2602
738'i) Avenida :')a^Aca, -Layumi HiLL^, Qa* 92653
(Ok ^Aeen HLLLa DAive, ^Liia^w, Kentucky k2lkl
102! Han BoiAop Hoad, ^LaAyoiu, Kentucky k2(k(
2278 Beech ^Aove ^oad, BujikeAviLLe, Ky. k2727
l^ou£e ff2 Box k80, HoAAe £ave, Kentwcky k27k<^










































f iiiott, DoAxytky foweAA
V,0. Box. 260St QkeLan, ^aA-kin^ton 9^8^^-260^
3^6 TAuicAton Stjieet, Santa fatiLa, Qa, 93060-3^3^
(^2 •^ucAeA Hoadf SpoA^nboAy, S,Q, 29J0t
2lJ By/id DAts^e, PiLdkveAt Qit-y, Ok, 73/fO
22k , 'JJaAkinyton Stjieet, ^LaAyow, KentiucAy k2(kf
22/0 SkaAondaie DACve, ^aAkvitie, On, 372/5
3//2 QedaACAofi. DAh/e, Antiiych, In, 370/3
/8/3 foiamac. DAb/e, fonca Ql^yt Ok, 7k60f
Apt, 202~ /7kSS,^, k6tk. Lane, Qape (^oAat, IL, 3390k
362/ ^eoAyia ALbuqueA^u^f /Vyfl ^//O
/k93 ^AeencxiAtie lload, (^ooAeAv iiie, 9n* k6/58-8^5^
52k QentAaL Ave., LapeL, 9n» kSO^/
i/OkS ^yenin^ (^Aeek DAcve - f^aAt, San Dieyo, Qa, ^2/28-^
6/6 (^edaA, lAanktin, Kentucky k2/3k
3566 QoAdone QouAt., JoAt (^oAtk, J*. 76/33
f,0, Bok S^t HoLland, Kenijjucky k2/53
/k^O AALiny loaCi-viiie, Kentucky kC^/^
'Route ifI Box. 2850, Dianiondi, (ho, 6kSkO
78/8 ^iny fiac-e, lul^a, Ok. 7kl/S
3770 Sivwood pAive, RedAuiy, Qa, ^6002
Bok 75f AddieviLLe, 9L, 622/k
(00 LonyhoAn StAeet, ^UiAyow, Kentucky k2lkl
67/2 Lakeview, liou/eA (hound, Jx, 75^28
/5/6 QkaAe, Qkicayo, 9U 60626
'P.^, Box /02, fentuKiteJi, ''̂ c. ¥)kk9'0l02
201 N, / 5tJi,, KtinAaA C^y* 66/02
6770 U,S, 60-^j P\oAekead, Kentucky k035/
k/60 QitAuA Stjieet, KLAAemee, IL. 3k7k6
379 S, KinyAey Road, CUiA^w, Kentucky k2/k/
9/9 ateAAwood Djiive, f^aAkviLLe, Jn, 37220
8252 KiiideeA Qoiuit, It, '̂ oAtk, Jx, 76/O8
/O35 (^Iaaoual VaLLey Road, RiveAton, '̂ 'y. 825O/
/O7 ^Atyy (^ouAt, ^UiAcpw, Kentucky k2/k/
32/ '̂ eAt ii/aAkin^ton St/ieet, ^UiAgaiv, Kentucky k2/k/
7/2 ood Apt, J, faALA, 9L 6/^kk
kOOO Hwy, k02, LoveLand, Qa, 80537
Box /8l, ^Lktonj K'i^pijicky k2220
k// StddenA Road, ^luiAyow, Kentucky k2/k/
22k0 SiddenA /^oad, ^iaAyouf, Kentucky k2/k/
308 (^iAcle SpAcn^, §laAyow, Kentucky k2/k/









3ox., PIa^» ^eoA^e. 4',
3Aiinc.lA, PIaa. HaAoLd
TioAiejiy I^AA, HomiAd [,
3AeefmrL, firm
^txLLoway ,





CiLLf i^Av iLLa L,
^iii, f}aAuinne P\»
CiiLzy,, Hemnan ^a,











HimiLi '̂>n, P\aa, [du/aAd f .







^5^9 3ayLoAAviLLe Koad - Apt, S^f LouiAvLtLe, Ky,^0220
55^8 Qhiinnei OAo/e, Lincx>Ln, /Ve. 68^(6
fySO JeAAee l^oadi^ LaneAv Hie, 9n, ^7/36
P.O. Box 6S3} DuimA, Jx. 79029
Boxi 73f LewiAton, /^L ^975^
1^35 Hivniin, (^LdLoihian, 9L. SOk^S
3imbeJi Lody.e JeA,, AuAtLn, Kentucky ^2{2^
20s LaneLLe C'̂ ve, Senatobixi, i^A. 38668
^02 -5^. '.^aLcoii., 9ni.iarLapoLiA, 9n. ^f6227
f.O. box t^O^, ^UiA^ow, Kentucky U2f^2
8631 H. 55?Lace, faAadUe \/aLLey, A^, 8^253-2fi2
>427 (^oAtk <jAeen Street, <jUiAyow, Kentucky k2t^l
i f7 ^aAt'̂ aAkinyion StAeet, ^Uxa^w, Ky, U2fUl
5/ dweiiut^ HouAe Hoad, CUiAyow, Kentucky ^21 Ui
8k8 BAaemaA Jload, 3LoAAmooA, 60k22
5/ Q^e Qove, ^ufieau, ALoAka 99^50'0360
2796 ^ioiLe '̂ oad, (ht, HeAiruinf Kentucky 4?/57
(33 i)Aive, PiodeAxif Qa* 93637
12713 BAunAiDLck Lafie, BowLe, (^d, 207iS
2lkt QAenAhiw-QaAAady Hoad, Knob Lick, Kentucky U2i5^
III I)oujg.LaA DAive, ^Uxa^w, Kentucky k2lUl
in JAtyy C<^uAt,?.P.BoK I595f ^Ua^w, Ky, ^2/^2-/57^
205 C^emeniA, CLaAyoiv, Kentucky ^2lkl
Houi-e 9 Box. 89A, /^c/^uinvilte, Jn. 37^0
k2l8 OxkiLL 'Road, SpAuxy, Jx.. 77388
10527 C^^^A Ave,, JaiA^aK, Ua» 22030
316 HanLey QcAcLe, BanviLLe, i'rt. 2k5^l
Route iri Box. 5^, St, ^Li^betk, f^o* 65075
671 KeLLy Road, BoundeA, (^o, 80302
^390 [yan/idaLe Road, BaLe Qity, 22193
1607 [dmontxtn '̂ 'Raad, JompkinAviLLe, Ky, k2l67
1511 JLoAuki Ave,, TaLm HaAboA, JL, 3^^3
3507 ine C^ne QiAcLe, LouaaviLLe, Ky, U02h/
k099 RandoLpfiSujrmeA Shade Road, SumneA Shade, Ky,
2701 QabeAnet '̂ ay, Rancho QoAdova, Qa- 95^70
3366 JoAtviLLe Tike, ^AeentieLd, 9n. k6lk0
kkOl&npie HiLL Road, ^LaAc^w, Kentucky ^21
Box k93i JompkinAv iLLe, K^, k2t67



























^oAdiin, P\aa* doniiLd (^.













33^^ OLd LeKift^ixyn. %i^adf Qavii ^2(2y"^i06
10308 Dod^e. Lane.f LouAAvtLLe., Ke-ntmcJi^ ^02'̂ 2
HouiA 2 - 2n2f i^huLe StoMf l/«. 22^8
735 DALV^f [yanAviLLe.f 9n, ^77^5
232 New Plex-ido DAcv^f ToAtaL^Af /V Pi 88(30
2353 HoLL^e.ad DAive^i St. LoaiA, (ho» 63t3f-2t3^
P.O. Bok I08kf %uAAe.LLvLLLe.f Ke.niiixik^ ^2276
3^(H) 'M, 303 StAe.^f faoLaf Ka, 660^t
(37^* PuhLic. S^j42A6f ^laAgxwj, KervtucAy, ^2i kf
P.O, Bok ^LaAgxjiVf f(eniucAy. k2tki
205 LongJtoAn StA^etf ^LaA^ow, Ke.ntucAy. ^2lkl
(00 LongJumteAA JAaiLf ^La^^iOf KeniucAy U2(^/
759 ^ Qouni.^ lioad 200 S, f JAankfoAtj 9n, ^0kf~y637
i^33 PoAmLL DAiye., (^u^cnc, ^a* ^7^^
5(8 Ju-Lton SiA.eet, K^okuk, 9a* 52632
HiAeviLLe, Keniimky. k2(52
2216 Qk^AA.^ Lynn Poadf fhoznix., 850(5
33(9 [LLIa <^ay.f LouIaviLLe.f Keniacky. (40220
5535 C^'t LokiAi /'Jo. 63(2^~35(8
233 Hiwke.e.^m Pivikf lAan(if.oAtf Ky, k060(
78(4 S, f addock Hd* j ^Ae^e.nwood, 9n» k6(k3~8y(i3
203 AdxiLA Ave.. f SkelMyviLLef Ky. k006^
(73( [LkhoAn Hoad, Qwnpb^LlAv iiie, Ky. k27l8-8627
(30( 4'. ^ LLhe.Atf BanviLLQ, 91.. 6(832
20y ihagiwLUi Da., (^opkinAvLiLej Ky., k22^0
7617 Sowik New ^eAAey.f 9ndianapoLiAf 9n» k6227
38(7 63Ad, DALvej Luhbockj Jk. 79^(3
(O'̂ OO HadLey. 'Roady Qinc.ijxnatL, U52(8-{ ^^8
2^5 ^ ^^ik Ave. f SkepkeAdAv iLLe, Ky, k0i65
§oLden AcjieA - ^723 N, [dyeivood DAive^ PeoAUij 9L. 6(6(
(0(5 ^7ik. Street, i^UvniBeack, JL* 33(^0
(206 Sn ^ohnAonSt.f (^acombf 9L. 6(^55-3259
(368S.'JI, (3ik, StAeetj Baoo Haixjn., &L* 33^86
9.0. Box. 58j QoAALcana, ^k. 75(S(
(6(6 KaAiey DAb/e, AAnoLdj fllo* 630(0
yOi S, ^uc-Lidf 3u.LLeAton., Qa. 9263(
i^t26 Lig.g,eit Stfieetj HoAtkAid^ef 9(32(^
5^6^ Nabob Hoadf SuirmeA Skade, Ky, U2(66




























Pl({^oAALe, J army 11*
(^a^UiAAon, 9Aene
(^cLeAAiin, HaAoLd
iLLarif Lena BoLoAeA B,









Bok kS, BMe Rive, 9L 628(0
26k}7 BAxind^ine, Sun Qii-y, Qn* ^2^86
i^2y Apex. Ave. f Loa AnyeLeAf Qa- 9^039
^ou.te ff / Box. 70, BAiykiorif (^o. 6^6(7
3 OteandeA dnive, NoAthpoAt, N.!/. 11768
6299 Jom.pkjikAv iLLe Road, ^LaAyow, Kentujsky k2lhl
221^ Lah.eLand Dnive, DaLLaA, Jx. 75^88
tl29 (headowbAook Rd., (^ounixiin Hone, Aa, 726^3
f06S0 ^LaAyow Road, SmiihA ^Aove, KentucAy k2l7i
810 Layac.y BAive ^823, fLanotji Jx., 75023
/9O6 JoAnALey Road, Apt. if3f Lou.iAviLLe, Ky» k02{6
518 fowdeAhoAn DAive, QoAnin^, /V.y. {k830
i5^3 S, Atliznta Ave*, JuLAa, Ok, 7^lOk
58^5 HemLochf ^Aeat Bend, KanAuA 67S30
6902 San /flateo BLvd,, BaLLaAj Jx. 75223-ff2f
5223 JembLo Dalvc, Phoenix, A^. 8^0^k
(OS OuteA. PoAh D^ive, 5pAiny^ieLdi, 9L, 6270k
2^23 laiton Ave*, Davenpont, Oowi ^2803
^6 HoAtkAiAe ^Atate, Qave Qiijy, KentucAy k2(27'-9598
Box 3f^t ^aLLey SpAingA, Qa, 95^5^
ik28 Hevada DAive, lujzAon, AAi^na 8^06-i^29
(S0( PoAt RoyaL DAive, Lexington, Ky, kO^Ok
(06 I'J inyate, ^LaAyovj, KentujcAy k2(k(
980 CoieA Bend Road, SmiihA ^lAove, Kentucky k2(7(
(6kOO DixJoLeda Apt, 9^3/ Soutk^ate, (^L ^8(95
Box 2357) HuntAviLLe, AL, 358ok
Box 262, (hunp3AdviLLe, Ky, k2765
9(1 faAt (hain StAeet, HoAAe Qave, KenJuicky k27k9
2603 S, ^ottinyh(un fouAt, Qhampaign, 9L, 6(82i
Route Box 890, ^ iLmeA, Jx. 75^^^
((8S-(7 Blackhou/k fouAt, 9,H., ^Aiinbujiy, Jx. 760k8
2SI'^H:JJ. 26 .tk. , nkLahs>naCi^y-f 73^07
307 ^iLbeAt, RoAAviLLe, 9L, 6O963
2870 i^Aitney 'MoodA Road, Qave C^y, Kentuxiky k2(27
1707 Lakewood Dnive, ^Lipibethtjoivn, Ky, k270(
2(20 S. 9nynivn. ^iLL Rd., ff8(k, SpAinyf.ieLd, /Jltfv 658O2
500 QLeveLand Ave,, ^LaA^ow, Kentucky k2(k(
/O5 9ndie (^incLe, ^UiAyow, Kentucfiy k2{k(




foAAiAkf PIaa* (,<k'Ln B,
fanrif BaAhiVUi SantLiAA.
f itAAorif HobeAjt ALLen
fiJjchfoAd, I^AA. ^euneitii
f ctccckf ^ohn 11,































5kipp, Uir> inUi L.
6^ 5keAUfood ^Aive^f BotvLingr ^Ae.e.nf K^niuchy, k2i03-f^i9
39^^ ^AtejtAbuA.^ I^oad, ^dinonianf k2l29
^aAmon Ave., i Ke.nijjjzky k2lkl
J//9 Qabuwood dAive.f LollLa-viLL^f Kentucky k0220
I2i6 HichoAy, HlLL DAive, ^uwtieA, (^a. 39553-232^
979 StovaLL Hoad, S^cotiAviLLe^, KentwzAy. k2i6k
f.^. Box. 332Sfj LoitiA-viLLe, Keniu.ck^ k0232
l60h ^jAantf 'J^ichita JuLLa, Jx, 763O9
tjll Qeni,^ Sijieet, BowLing. ^Aeen, Kenhic-ki^ k2l0t
12709 doAina 'PLiic.e, §Aanadti HiiU, fa. 913^^
35973 StAQe.tf Livonia, f^L ^S/^O
2900 93'̂ d, JeAAace, Leawood, K/l* 66206
S62 Beaveji VaLLey. Hoad, ^Uia^w, Ke.nijjcky ^2(h(
t006 f^eadowLane., C^ive Kentucky. k2l27
T'.O, box. 352, HaAALA-buA^, 9L. 629^
{ Bok ^3^t ^ti^neA QiJ-y, 9i. 6l8^2
609 Lexi/iqton OAive, ^LaA.yow, Kentuchy k2mt
P, Bok 27, ALLonA, Jn, 3^^^^
7i6 [_a^i P\ain Street, ^Uxa^ow, Kentuxihy k2l^l
(O '̂̂ eAtQkeAAy StAzet, CUi^^otv, Kentucky ^2l^l
8300 AndAeufA (^kiLAch Hoad, LouiAviLLe, Ky.
3!3 SouJih ^Aeen StAeet, ^Uia^ow, Kentuxiky h2l^l
3^82j SkeLL Knob, itj. 6^^7
Hottte ff ( Box 272, OAonAjM, k96kk
269 Sti^e StAeet, HivnbtLAy, fa. (9526
/// Love Street, ^Uia^w, Kentucky k2t^l
(7^8 QaAineio l^Aive, QuAmicAaeL, fa. 95^08-^6^
box 219, ^UiA^ow, kiintucJiy k2lh2~02l9
f37 BiAdAey Sijieet, QoLwnbuA, 'JJi. 53925'f370
37071 Jovey, TaLndxiLe, C«. 9J5^/
^009 RocJzA.puA JaiilL, QAyAitiL Lake, 9L. -^00/2
5586 [. Hd, 2f, ilAcAboLd, ^k. ^3502
259 "^ouik lhoLLiAonii2k, [LQa^n, Q^i. 92020
336 f,, ALLixvuiL H167, lAk^no, (a. 937(0
^300 V. Lake ave, Q 1O3, ^Lenview, 9L, 6002S
36(0 DeLaine Ave,, KetieAiJi^f ^Hio k5^29
3^7^ QkiAwick Qoujit, S iLveA SpAin(^, OaAyLand, 20906
502 S, (8tk*, DuAant, ^A* 7^70l"3^f^


















StAndeA, (^AA, ^john L.
Swindeiif SuAan
JayioA, HaAoLd B,
Jeevan, Aiic.e '̂ uAAeii


















'^hite, f^AA. fmeAy H,
.^hite, ^ohn
'f/hitidw, "kondeii D,
§oy Lovene lload, LoaiAviLLe, Keniuchy ^f02i6
5/9 ^Ld Hlyhway 90, HocUuood, On, 37^^^
B^k i6S, ^ inona, (^o, 6^§SS
128 BaviA StAeet, ^Iaia^w, KentucAy 4?/^/
5^ ^obob Hoad, SummeA Shade, Kentmchy k2l66
707 LeAiis. d^e,, §LaAp.ou/, Kentucky k2fUt
167 ^Aeerwick QiAcLe, !/oAba Linda, Qa, ^2686-^86^
S500 f dfiewood dAive, (hancie, 9n. ^7302
1322 SycjmoAe, [oAAicana, Ok, 75LLO
989 SpeaAA l^oad, ScottAviLLe, Kentucky k2t6h
I2kk6 ^AindLey dAive, 5tejiLiny Hei^iA, (^i, k83i2-3f
'Houi.ef^S Bok 28'), KilMiiAe, ^k. 75^0f
3808 BaAdAtown lload, LoulLaviLLe, Kentucky U02i8
^77 CountAy QLu.b ^AtateA, ^laAyow, Kenhjucky k2tkt
iOk /V, HimhuAAi., {^ovlna, {^a,
8k02 ZieA fload, yakima, '̂ aAKij\q.ix>n ^8^08
3623 HaApeA A JeAAy BAo/e, 5tocIdu>n, Qa, 95^f9
f238 lioLLin^ HiLL Qomit, PlaAtine^, Qa, 9^553
398Shady Lane, Aivaton, Kentucky k2t22
2935 Bayion-Xenia lload, BeaveACA.eed, ^hio ^5^3^-^3S7
70'̂ LeALie Ave., ^LaA^ow, Kentucky k2lkl
333 HiLlmood BAive, BowLinn Cneen, Kentucky k2l0(-980h
30k SoudK i&viA StAeet, ^LdAyotv, Kentucky k2lkl~262Q
lloute ^2 Box. 239'B,BeAkeLey SpAingA, W 2^kll
^87 f^aAiiyn JjAive, f^andeviLLe, La. 70^^
75^ ALbeAta Ave,, HyAAa, ^A, 979^3
6^38 BuAkeAviLLe 'Road, ^LaA^ow, Kentucky ^21^1
k83{ KiAby Hoad, 9ukii, 9L, 628^9
37^0 Scjott^v iLLe, Hoad, ^LaAyow, Kentucky k2fkl
(688 BAoadi'StAeet Apt,§^, QoLwnbuA, Ohio ^3^03
2096 BtuikeAviLLe 'koad, ^LaAyow, Kentucky k2lk(
3709 'V. (^c{t\iLLan A\/[_., Bethany, ^k. 73008-359
1320 South ^ah, QaApeA, A^y. 82601
i20 ^aAviA DAive, VeAAaiLLeA, 9n. k70k2
3(6 'U. ^eoA^ia, AnadiiAko, ^k, 7300^
20k f inewood DAive, SchenecJutdy, N.y, (2303
f.oute (, Iwin^, 9L. 62836
kO(7'̂ , HayivitAd Ave., Vhoenbc., AAi^na 8505(^57^9
2(5indAoA DAive, ^LtxA^ow, Kentucky k2(k(
(2520 BaAton, Shawnee (^iAAionf Ka. 66213
k60k SouiAeAn faAkuKiy Apt. B-k, LouU.viLLe, Ky, k02(k
'̂ iLhoArif flkunA
lAeAf QkeAiAA. f,
'̂ iLLiamA., (^oAoi Ann
iilAf Nanc.^ J,




'̂ oodf PIaa» Kenneik
'̂ AL^Atf Sopkui
P. 0, 6ok 7531 '^^tipe.Lof. AIa, 3^^02
U626 Luhx San Antonixj, Jk, 7^1^-3016
^f06 SLtv^jmine. l^oadf New Qanaan, Qt, 06S^fO~^^j8
3^33 f(imeZoi DALvef l/«. 22003
(28 Si,, PioA^ A£ouAi.f ^La^^Wf Kenijuchy,
509( Summit dALve^ yoAba Lindii, Qa, ^2686
^7^7 'i^adio Station Hoad, JompkinAvLLLe, ^2t67
t5^ ^LL Qity.'koad, ^LaA^joWf Kentuxiky. ^2tkl
156 Lokden lloadf ^La^^ow, Kentucky k2t^(
86OU Smitkton Kd»i Lou.iAviLLej /fy. k02f^
'̂ uetxikeA, /^aA^ Su^nne [kuAck 3^L7 A^kAcd^ ^Aiye, LouiAviLLe, k02k!-t652
yoan^, A, ^A,
Zab Latnik, Linda A,







Bent, f^AA* TauL L,
Downing, ^Li^ibetk
JoLLiA, PIaa, ^A.a Lee
lAo^t, Ba. P\icAaeL B,
^oneA, JAanceA !/,
LeecA, BAlce J,




ALLen fount^ VuhLic. LlhAxxAy.
BaLLaA. Tub Lie. LihAOA^
^dmonAon Co. fabLLc LibnaAy.
lamiL^ HiAtoAy, LihAaAy.
'(I'LLiiom B. HaALan LibahAy.
HeLm rAavenA LibAaAy.
9ndUintt State LibAiiAy.
2fi08 South BeLmont, A^kLand, klIQt-623^
3200 HickoAy Stick l^oad, OkLakoma C^^t 73^^0
Li^e (hembeAAhip
1^5^ ^,diAon Stjieet, Sait Lake C^^t ^^ik 8^tl5
'if LLL Vance "koad, ^LaA^ow, Kentucky k2(kt
i0l2 J/oodLvifn, ClLa^ow, Kentxicky k2{m
105^7 3inney. ^oad, ^Uia^ow, Kentucky. U2iU/
P.^. Box (33i ScattAviLie, Kentucky. k2i6k
122 VemontAve,, C^^Lnnati, ^hio ^52f5
9^50 i^iiion, %eALand, P\o, 63lt^
Bok 9^, pAoApect, Ky. hOO^^
^2i 'J/, 2^th. Stfieet, Speedway, 9n, fi622k
If0 HLyhLand faAk, ^La^yow, Kentucky ^21^1
10200'J/, 75ih* SiAeet, Skimnee (^iAAion, Ka, 6620^
f BAaweA ^*, ^LoA^ow, Kentucky k2ikt
10^BAjown StAeet, ^Lua^w, Kentucky k2tkl
2211 .V. Ha^eAA Ave,, BaLthnoAe, 2i20^
1826 JoothiLL A\/^,, Scko/!^ietd, i, 5^^7^~^^8
707 CL^^^Land Ave,, CLaAyow, Kentucky ^2i^l
f.O. Box. 2^7, BujikeAviLLe, Kentucky ^27l7
i ikAaAU (^embejiAkip
Bok 2270, Jt. '̂ ayne, 9n* k680l
i5f 5 ^ouny StAeet, BaLLaA,, Jx, 75^01-5^11
BoK2i9, BAownAviLLe, Ky. k22tQ
3^ ^oAtk '̂ eAt JempLe StAeet, SaLt Lake C^^* ^^^k 8^(50
^00 VeA.t htk. StAeet, JompkinAv iLLe, Ky, ^2167
i/KU SeAiaLA Oept,, BowLiny ^Aeen, Kentucky k2l0l
ikO 1^, ^enate Ave*, 9ndixinapoiiA, 9n, U620k
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Lex.ing.ijon. VubLlc. LibAxiAy,
ioA. An^eLeA Tul/iic LibAiiAy,
NatioruxL Society.
Jhe New I/oaJz. fuhiLc LibAiiAy
fuhiiji LibAiiAy. of. Qincin/uiti
State LihAiiAy, of iLoAiAa
State HLA-t. 3oc. of'̂ cA-conAui
Jn, State LihAaAy &AAckiveA
Jhe lilAon QLuh
Ike f^ewheAAy i IhnaAy.
AuAtin lAacy ^cAooL
BaAAen Qounty. Hiq.h School
^flAteAfi ^LemervtaAy. SlcJioot
^iaA^w HigA ScAoo t
^ioA^ow P) iddie ScAoo i
HiAeviLLe SchooL
LibnaAy. of. fon^eAA.
PiaAy '̂ ood '̂ eidon P}e/n, LibAUAy
faAk Qity SchooL
'ke.d noAJi. SchooL
ikO ^aAi. (hain Stxeet, Lexinyton, Ky. kO^Oy
630 'J/eA.t SiA, Stn.eetf Loa. AnyeLeA, fa* ^OOyi
(77^ StAe.eij^> 'JlaAAinytorif 20006-S39^
§Aand QentjuiL StattorX'-'PBox22j7f H&d yonkf /V.^. fOtSj
800 yine St/ieetf fincinnatij ^hio ^^202
^AjiyBLdy.f JaLLahaAA.ee, JL. J230f
8/6 State Stn.eet, flladUon, 'Mi, 5J706
kOj Sevenih Ave,, HaAhviLLef Jn* 37^^3
f3iO-^outh JhiAd Stfieetj Lou.iA.v iLLe, Ky. t^208
(<iO '̂ 'aLton Street, Qhicayo, 9L. 606l0
^ift. PleinbeAAhip
2k7 AuAtin JAacy.^oad, LumaA., KentucAy ^^21^6
SO7 JAo^in JAxjiLf ^•laA^ow, Kentucky t42iUi
^601 Hew SaLem.'koadf ^LaAyow, Kentmcky
t60t QoUmbia Ave,, §LaA.yotVf KentiicAy ^2lk/
iOk dexteA Ave*f ^LaA-you/, Kentucky k2im
QaAdinaL BouLevaAdf HiAe.viLLe, Ky, ^1^2
to 1 ijiA-t StAeet Sy ^aAJiinyion D*Q, 20^^
/07 'MeAt QoLLeye StAeetf ^LaA.ytMv, Kentujcky 4?/^"/
Box 2^7f fankQUiyf KejituxJiy k2l60
^Ld BoufLiny ^Aeen Hoad, faAk Qity, Ky, ^i60
"ReAouAC-e QenteA - Bunche (^enteA Bunche Ave,, ^LaA.you;, Kentucky k2lkl
87S8 JompkinAviLLe Hoadf ^Ln^yoi^f Kentucky ^2lUf
txchanQe (^embeAAhip
V.O. box 613j QoLuidyuif Ky, ^7^8
^owte ^ I Box 6^j i^ount Hopey Ka, 67i08
Box lk6y f^oAyantownj Ky, k226l
f.O. Box.'92i8, denveAf Qo. 8(^09
Si6 /V, Brtoad SOieet, 9.^. Box JhotruiAviLLey 93^799
f, Box 276y Alma. Aa, 72921
Box (5^8, ^ecaiuAy 91, 62^2^-15^
box k79t Vaxjahackiey 5x. 75^65
Box8ll3i Lexin^iony Ky, ^533
Box 9767, Jt. 'i/oAtky.Jx, 761^7-2767
Box n06y tnlAy Ok, 73702
T.^. Box 26, (^oLumbUiy (>]o, 6S20S
Box kO!(, ^maha., HebAxiAka 68(0^
Box 276, ^AeenAbuA^, Ky, k27^0
box 39ff 'l^tiAaden.ii, Jx. 7750i
f J\ box 606y i'lunfoAdv ilLe, Kentucky k276^
JempLe HiLL SchooL
Adixin. Co, ^en» Society
BOa a HiAtoAy
ButLeA Co. Huit. Society
QoLoAado ^en, Soc»
(AaiymiieA ^,en, (f l^eAeaAch
(AoavfoAd Qo» ^en* Soc,
P'ecaijxA Cen. Soc,
f.LLu Co. 9en, Soc,
layette fo. ^en. Soc.
JoAt '.'/oAth Cen, Soc,
^(lAfieLdQo, ^en. 9nc.
9en. Soc, of QentAaL {^UiAouAi
^AeateA ^maha Soc,
^•Aeen [o. Huit, Soc.




Hemp^tead Qo, ^eju Soc.,
Hejviy. Qo, §en, Soc.,
Hoo^i&A
HopkinA Qo. ^en. Soc.,





LivneAa i^Aea C^n, Soc*
Lee Co. §en, Soc*
Lb/in^ion Co, §en, Soc,
LoilIaviLLe ^Bjx, Soc,
fl}acon Co* fiiAijOAiciiL Soc*
PletcaLf.e fo. HIajL, Soc,
iA'Qii.ie^ $en. Soc*
f^otiLbiie Co* HiAi,* <f ^en* Soc,
(^uhienbeA^ Co, ^en, Soc.
^oAtkeAn AAL^nti ^en, Soc,
^oAthumbieALand Co. Hi/i, Soc*
^oAiA JeKa-i. §en* Aaaoc,
'̂ Ld Btmcoinhe Co* fe/i. Soc*
'̂ Aan^e ^o. ^en, Soc.
fnLn Beao/i Coi -^inp Co*
TeLLiAALppi ^en. Soc,
9Lna.e Co* ^o, ffiAi* Soc,
HiLe^ Co. fen. Soc*
Smokey. Vaiiey. ^en, Soc,
SoaiheAn Cj^LifoAjxiji ^en. 5oc,
SowtkeAn Qridixina fen. Soc,
SouiAeAA Ky,, '̂ en. Soc.
SouthweAt ^e, fen. Soc,
Souihve/it ^kUihomi fen. Vac.
SoLut/we^ieAn fen. ^oc,
St., LouiA fen. Soc.
SuAAy. Co. fen. i\aaoc,
JayioA Co* HiAtoAicai Soc*
Jhe Sou.^UiA Co. fen. Soc,
31 / ^ix^t i2tk, Sijieetf KanAaA. ity, Plo. 6kl06
P.O. Box. iiS^t Hope, /It.
f.^. Box 3^f Kewanee, 9L, 6(kk3
3t5 ^kio StAeet, 9ndixinapoLiA, 9n, ^f6202
f.^. Box SfI (^adiAonv iLLe, Ky, ^2U3f
f,0. Box 62U, SuLphuA SpAinyA, Jx. 75^^
'Room. 20k, k620 OveALand Hoad, BoIaq, 9d, S370S-2S6y
Box 207, DanviLLe, 9L, 61832
P.O. Box /§f, HuAAeLLviLLe, Ky, k2276
P.0, Box lS3i JAunkfoAt, Ky, k0602
P*0. Box 126k, LwneAa, Jx* 7933L
P.^. Box 303, Keokuk, 9d. 52632
k^O LocuAt StAeet, CkiLLixiotke, l^iAAouAC 6k60t
P.O. Box LoaiAviLLe, Kentucky k020S
^3 (^apLe JeAAace, LaJayette, Jn, 37083
P.^, Box 9to, ^dtnonixin, Ky, 4?/29
P.n. Box k07, BedloAd, Jx. 76095-0k07
P.^. Box S88, Su-LLiyan, 9L. 6(^5^
(I7S, (hain, ^AeenviLLe, Ky. k23kS'l7fO
P Box 69Sf pAeA-cjott, A^, 86j02
P.O. Box 22/, HeaikA-viLLe, Vn, 22^73
P.^. Box k602, ickLta JaLiA, Jx. 7^J08
P.O. Box 2/22, >UwiLLe, /V.^. 28802
7ni JalJbeAji, Huntlngton Beack, Col. 926k8
P.^. box /7k6, 'J^eAtPatmBeack, li. 33^02
/18 HicJiA Sijieet, CLinton, Jn. 377(6
P.^. Box i03, PLatte C^^f ^o. 6kO^
200^) CLaf.iin Poad, i^iinknttim, Ka. 66^02
2ti JJeAt 9Ajon SuLte 20S, SaLina, Ka. 67^01-^613
P.^. Box k377i Bvuibank, Co. 9^503^^377
P. BOx 665, Atbany, 9n. h7t 50
P.^. Box 1782, BoioLinn ^Aeen, Kentucky ^2/0f~l78^
P/\Bok. 156, (^cfook, '̂e. 69001
P.'^. Box Ik8,Lau>ton, ^k, 73502
P.^. Box 12^85, Poanoke, Va, 2k026
9O11 P'lanckeAteA Poiidff3r St. Loula, (ho. 63lkk
P.^. Box 997, BodAon, i^,C. 270/7
P.'̂ .Box ik, CoinpheiiAviLLe, Ky. k27l9
P.^. Box 366k, LawAenae, Ka. 660kk
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Jopehu ^-en. ^-oc*
l.'ppeA C'̂ nSe.AUmd ^en. Aaaoc,
'iAednoni 3f)c.
i/aij.iuxm '^^oc, of ien,
''Jeai. (^e.niAuL lajniL^ Me4.e<Mc/
>Je.A.i.^AJX (^ichuiiin Ce/i. ">00.,




i '̂ox. 'tO '̂'j. ,'opefia, /•'i. 6660^
. . . %.t '77^, [ ookeviiLc, Jn.
)' . Ldox. ^J72j i anvLLie, Ja, dH y'il-027^
'I'.'̂ .ifox. fi7i ijohnAon Jn. ]7^0')-()(i7
?J'. i^oK f93^t ^^ioe.nAboAOf A^, k2j0l
60 LiI)AaA^ ?'UipJ ^niin.d%ipidA.i
T.'^. Box. 2^,.Jcljnin^ion, 9L COkSt
9.0. Bok2]^, AL'JA, 7i7/7
l^reetingtt from all of atf at tl)e l^tftoncal ^octet?
to all of oar fatt{)fal membcrj. ®3r tmsff) pou ttjebecp beat for
1995J
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QUERIES - QUERIES *QUERIES)
EDWARDS: In 1811 In Barren Co KY ALEXANDER EDWARDS md MELISSA
MILDRED MOORE after his first wife, REBECCA NOBLETT died. MELISSA
(MILLY)'S father was JEREMIAH. Any Info on JEREMIAH'S family or ancestry
will be appreciated. James £ Remer, 2900 W 93rd Terrace, Leawood, KS 66206.
QOFF, ALKIRE, WHITTON: In May 1859 In Menard Co IL JAMIMA WHITTON
CREAL md WILUAM NAVE ALKIRE. They had Z children; NEWTON GOFF
ALKIRE, LEONARD GOFF ALIKIRE & MARY S ALKIRE. Use of the middle name
GOFF leads me to believe JAMIMA'S maiden name was GOFF and that she md a
CREAL and was widowed. Biographical histories say that ELUAH GOFF/UNITY
ROGERS of Green Co KY had a dau named JAMIMA. Are these the same
JAMIMA? Any info appreciated. ELIJAH'S mother was a WHITTON. James E
Remer, 2900 W 93rd Terrace, Leawood, KS 66206.
GOFF, DAVIS: In Aug 1803 GEORGE WASHINGTON DAVIS md ANN GOFF in
Green Co KY. They had 11 children and parents and children apparently lived
their lives In Hart Co. Need names of the first 4 children. James E Remer, 2900
W 93rd Terrace^ Leawood, KS 66206.
GOFF, ROGERS: In June 1804, Green Co KY, ELIJAH GOFF m UNITY ROGERS.
She apparently died between 1830-1840. Any info re her ancestors, demise, or
offspring will be appreciated. ELIJAH GOFF then remarried between 1840 &
1860 MARY — probably in Hart Co. Who was she? James E Remer, 2900 W
93rd Terrace, Leawood, KS 66206.
HOLLEY, CHARLTON; JOHN W HOLLEY b 27 Nov 1827, Jackson? or Madison?
Co TN, possibly Bradshaw or Giles Co TN. Father possibly NICHOLAS HOLLEY
JR md EMILY —. JOHN md CATHERINE HARRIET CHARLTON who was born 6
Apr 1832 TN.John and Catharine had 10 children. Would like to correspond with
any descendants. Lena Dolores McMillan, Rt #1, Box 890, Gilmer, TX 75644.
POYNTER, PAYNE: NATHAN POYNTERb 18 Jul 1827; md MARTHA ANN PAYNE
(b 16 Apr 1831), both in Glasgow. They had 13, possibly 14 children. Would like
to correspond with any descendants. MARTHA ANN'S father was JUBAL PAYNE
SR who md RHODA BASHAM. Lena Dolores McMillan, RT #1, ox 890, Gllmer, TX
75644.
PUGH: Looking for IRA PUGH born 1815, md 1840; died mid-late 1850. Was last
found with family In Marion Co IL In 1850 and in 1861 Clinton Co IL. Was md to
LINDA ALEXANDER (born 1820). Believe that both LINDA & IRA were born in
Liberty, TN in DeKalb Co or Cannon W TN which is just 1 mile from Dekalb &
Liberty. Will share information, have over 6000 family sheets on file on
PUGH/PEW. William C Pugh, 7211 Wind Dale, Houston, TX 77040 (713-937-8357).
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WALKER: My ancestor, JOHN WALKER, was born 29 Apr 1779 Barren Co KY
(from Coe Township, Pioneers and Early Settlers; Rock Island County Historical
Soc Lib, Moline, IL Family Group Sheet). He md ROSANNAH BAUGH 15 Oct 1804
In KY (from KY Marriage Records; KY Historical Soc, 1S83, page 3 and work
cited previously). He moved to Wayne Co IL 1820. His son HIRAM (not my direct
ancestor) born 7 July 1806 Barren Co (from Canoe Creek Township, Pioneers
and Early Settlers; Rock Island CO Hist. Soc Lib, Moline, IL, Genea Family
Group Sheets). Any help appreciated. Richard S Walker, 411 Sherwood Loop,
Florence, OR 97439.
YOUNG, BREEDING: Seek info on birthplace, parents, siblings, any info on
JAMES YOUNG who md SALLY BREEDING (dau of GEORGE A RACHEL
CASSITY BREEDING) 6 Oct 1798 in Lincoln Co KY. His will filed 24 Jan 1834 in
Cumberland Co KY. Names sons JAMES, ROBERT & NATHAN, and daus
ELIZABETH LYNN, PEGGY SELBY, SALLY ROYSE, POLLY MANFIELD and
NANCY YOUNG. I am descended from his dau ELIZABETH YOUNG LYNN (LINN)
who md JAMES LINN 30 Nov 1816. Have info on that line. Michael Moore, 105
Outer Park Drive, Springfield, IL 62704.
FlefDingfromMasor Uvinosfon Henderson 1798
liofn Chtislian: u Perxicton fiom BtocV.en,Cwtpbet a.
Boone from Campbell u Barrenfrom Green,Waffsn u
GaddtrftomFtankhn.Shebj'u Hemy ftom Shcfcy. u.
Ci.*nberland from Green; u. JejsarrMneffomFaj^Ue: u.
Ohio ftomHadin; u. MuMertbeig ItomChustian,Logan, u,
Ptildski /fomGreen. Lincoln: u Clarkgamed from Bouborj.
AniMap
Kentucky as it looked in 1798when Barren became a county. Shaded counties indicate
those formed in 1798. Taken from Goldbug (c) Software. Animap.
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SCHEDULE OF PROGRAMS OF THE HISTORICAL. SOCIETY
January 26,1995 "The Fruit of the Family Tree: Harvesting Your Family
Folklore** by Dr Erika Brady. *Funded by the Kentucky
Humanities Council.
February 23,1996 "Uncle Stephen Bishop" &the Exploration of Mammoth






"The Care and Preservation of your Family Papers and
Historic Documents" by Jonathan Jeffrey.
"Becoming a Genealogical and Historical Detective" by
Dr Joe Nickeli. *Funded by the Kentucky Humanities
Council.
"Stolling with the Odd Fellows; AWalking Tour of the
Glasgow Municipal Cemetery" by Sam Terry.
"True and Honorable Wife: Mary Todd Lincoln's
Story," a dramatic presentation by Nancy Sherburne
and question/answer period with the actress and
playwright James Sherburne. ^Funded by the Kentucky
Humanities Council.
Annual Potluck Picnic. 'What Is it and how much is it
worth? An Evening of Discoveryand Appraisal". Society
members are asked to bring an item (no more than two
per person) to learn of its age, use and value. Ken
Thompson.
NOTICE!!
Life memberships for those under the age of70 are now $160.00
Lffe membership for those over 70 are $100.00.
m
INDIjl m V'JLUHK II TRAm 19^4 fAiiK Vl\
ABNBy.ABfiAUAH 8b . ROUKKT D 1i . BDITH B'lTLa 87 . SARAH 89
. ALglANDN 8b . KUBbKr LKK 14 . mk 10 . SBRRNA 88
. HiLroii 8b . liuEyr H li . ULA HA» . SUSAN c srui:KTON 84
ADAHS.ALia 1115 . RobKRr n 1i KLLtiK K . T C ay
. J U SqUlKii 1US . KUBT LliSLlli 14 BliGBNil A 40 TH'iNAS 89
. HAKGAKHT 8 . mm. R rs RDGENK ALfHONliO 89 . VKLA iH
. SUSAN 8 ALVl!i,FHULlS iin . KRANK V . VIRGINIA C 87
AOKINSON.AIIIlRliV n AHKNT,HANNAH 8 . GRORCii H 87 . VILLIAH 8b .89
ADVIfLLjAKKS H w ANUiiKSON 8Z . H 8b BAIZIi 8b
n U 8 AIIUnS()N,BliKCIIi 87 . BAZKL 87 BAKBR.ADDIK 9U
Aa,NAIItlA 1U1 . CHARLliS Z1 . HIiNRy R 89 . H C 90
VH IGt . D J 48 J CALVm 87 . UDA HAy 55
AIRBAKT.SUSAH 10^ . OAVIl) 47 . JAHES 8b . LBuy KAy 54
ALBBRT.KAKY CATHBRINK Zb . BLIZABBTU . JANBS C 8b,89 . V R 90
ALKIAKUKK,LINDA 121) . D 48 . JANRS KhKli 90 BAKTRR.RLIZA 33
ALKUKD,i;iL 57 . JKIKLL 87 . JAHBS ft 90 BAlL.hRKIKK 51
JOg 57 . JOHN iy . JtiROKB H 87-88 LUCy ANN 79
ALKIRK.UUNAItl) GOfT 120 . OPAL JBI-'KRIliS Ills . JUANItA 87 BALURUJAZBLDBAN 109
. KARy S 120 . KDBy 36 . JOHN 86.89 BARBBB.DR 105
. NKITUN GOF!' 1ZU . SALLIK BARTON 47 . JOHN C 8b . BLLA 103
. ViUiAII NAVK 120 . lASHINGTUN 47- 48.77 . JOHN CURTIS 87 . J 1 103
ALLBRiGUr,VIRGINIA L 10^ ARHS.LyDlA 27 . JOHN R 89 BARDIN.BOSS 18
ALLKN 32 ARNSI'ROKG.VEKGIK lOU 87 . JOSKPH 86 . BLVIN 18
ALLKN.ALHANiJER K U ARVOUD.JANB 2b . JOSBFH "JOK" 87 . JUANITA 15,109
. AKNIi KLIZA 13 ASU.PKTIiR 24 . JOSISPH N 80,8() -87.89 BARBKMAN.RUrH A MRS 109
. ANNK HANb U ASHLlty.HyRAK 22 . JOSKPH KcKBNNIJi 90 BARIOI.POIRLL 45
. ANNK N U . JOSIAU 22 . JUOHN C 87 BAKHKrT.CHARlTy 33
. ANIillj H u . KARCUS f KRS 10^ , KKNT 87 . BDVARD 13
. BUKL u AH'AL.NARy LOUISH 57 . LAURA BBLL 90 . VINil-'RBD (IINNy) 33
. CALliB V V) ATKKLL.IH 72 . LAVINA 8b BARRlCK.JAHiiS RUb'SKlL 52
. CATHAKINK K u BAi;ify,A K 20 . LkNA KAKDIN 88 RUSSBLL 52
. CKCILIA 13 BAILKy,ALICIi K m lib . LIZA 89 BARTLBy 95
. imiu H U . ALICIi KORRKy 30 58.n . LIZZIK IILllS 89 BARTLRy.GKORGB 91
. CLARA D U 107 . LOU 90 BARTON. ISAAC U 9
. CONNIK lO^ . CALLUH BOLHAN 30.V2 . LUCILLK COLLINS 87 . JANRS 4 .77
. D 0 W-U 107 , Lucy 88 . NOAH 47
. DAVID 11 . J H 78 . LUCy A 90 . R H 105
, DAVID II 1 j-U . JULIUS 72 . LUCy A COHPTUN 88 . SALllB 47
. iilLliN H Z8 . HARTHA SUSAN 44 . K A 89 . riLHAN 32
. mm U . NOIIliLL DDN 109 . N AMLLNUkS 8b . UCLIT 20
. GBmi! PICKBTT 10^ . KOHiiRr L 10^ . HACK 90 . ULySSBS S 32
. GLKNKaV U BAISIj,ALilKRTA S 87 . KALINDA 86 . VN 32
. HARRr U . ALHARiNH . NARGARKT 88-89 BARTZ.LBONARi) R HRS 109
. INKAUr U . ALVIN CULLUK 8^ . HARGARKT BBAKD 80 BASS.KARTHA 32
. IVAN STAHLIiy U . AKGIIi NONA NOKKi 8^ 86-87 BASTIBN.PAUl lib
. JKAN 1) . ATHLIiNK 88 . HARy 89 BAUGH.ROSAKNAH 121
. JliSSK BUKL 13-14 . BHDFORD 89 . flARy KLOKKIICIj 89 un 86
. JOHN DABItljy 13 . m 8b . HARy I^RANCRS 80,87 um 8b
. JONK ROGbK U . BIRCHIB L MiLLBR 87 . KARy I'KANCItS UO )D 89 BBAN,
. LAVSON U . BRUKNIlt 11 87 . HUlSSA CLUyD 89 . DOROTHA -
. LUcy U . CALVIN 87 . HiCAJAIt 86 STBRKBRRGEN 101
. LUTHKIt R 13 . CALVIN H 89 . KINTA 89 . KAURICB K 109
. NARGARSt 8 NONIt U . CAKOLlNi! mCKKy 89 , N J 87 BRAN.BBVBRLy UiCKSOIt 109
. MARy ANN U . CAKRIB 90 . NANCy 8^ BBARU 58
. KARY L NUNH U . CURTIS 88 . NANCy RICH 87 BKAKD.KRN i!l
. KArni! L U . DAVB 90 . PUHRBBy GRAVKS 87 iitNKBru lib
. fOLLy DUUGHlSm n . DllIK 88 . RHKIi CLOyii 8' BBATTy.ltAVll! A lO'f
. ROBKRr u . DOCJA R 90 . SAKUKL C 89 ORBN A KD IDs
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BRCOR,JULIA DRAMB 109 DANIEL HBBStER 80 . KARINDA HcCOHAS 80 . VINCE 80
BEDFORD,UIZAfiBTil 80 DAVID 30,84 . HARTHA 79,83 . VIRGINIA 84
. SALOHA 80 DAVID JEFFERSON 83 . HARTHA FOILER 84 . VALLACE 85
. SARAH T 80 DORA BELLE 82 . HARTHA LITTLE 79 . VILBUR 83
BBBCUBRJBHRy VARD 50 DORIKDA NcCOKAS 80 . KARTIIIA 82 . VILLIAH 80,83
BBLL 45 DOSHA TURNER 80 . HARTINA E 82 . VILLIAH B 80
B8LL,ltARl' Aim 34 41,91 BFPIE JONES 84 . HARY 80 . VILLIAH C 83
. OLLIB 45 ELIZA TRICE 84 . HARY ANN PETITT 80 . VILLIAH J 83
. ROBERT t 40 ELIZABETH 84 . NARY COLLINS 82 . VILLIAH JOURDAN 85
. SAuy' 41 ELIZABETH BEDFORD 80 . NARY DODNAN 82 . VILLIE ANNE 83
. tHDHAS 41 ELIZABETH HOORE 79 . NARY FRANCES BAISE 80 . VILSON L 80,82
BStllAII?,« U 20 ELYS 84 . NARY NARCELLA 83 . IINFIELO SCOTT 82
BENNETT, ELZA 80 . HATTIE 84 . ZACHARY TAYLOR 83
SAUNDRA L BOICE 91 FLORENCE HAY BUTLER 79 . HISSOURi 84 BIRD,JOHN 19
B8HNlNCFlBLD,AitUII 109 FONTAINE "FOUNT" 80 . HOSES 85 BISHOP,IRA 18
BENNiNGTOI, FRANK 87 . HYRA 83 STEPHEN 119
ARUND V JR 60 GEORGE 85 . NANCY 80,87 BLACK,LOIS A 109
BBMTiy,REBECCA 86 GEORGE V 84 . NANCY BLACK 80 NANCY 80
BBRRy,J0S8Pil TIIOKPSOM 98 GI^URGE VASHIIIGTOK 83 . NANCY SHORT 84 BLAIN.LUCINDA 23
lILLy 62 GLADYS 84 . NINA 82 BLAlNE.ALElAllljER 23
BERIRAIi,EIDER 75 GRANVILLE T 80 . 0 B 83 SALLY 23
IRA H 109 HAROLD 83 . OLLA m 79 BLAIR,ALLIE 103
BETUBL,fi T 9 HATTIE 87 . OLLIE PEARL 79 . BALY 102
J T 9 HELEN KULKEY 79 . ONIE COHER 84 . BKNJANIN 102
BIBB.T B A 78 HENRIETTA 83 . PARHELIA 82,84 . BETSY 101
T P 77 HENRIETTA HOORE 82-83 . POLLY 80 . BKOVN 101
B1G6SRSTAPF, HETTIE CRON 80 . POLLY RICE HAIEY 84 . CASSEY A 103
. .FRANK VALKER 79 HIRAN 79-80,85 . PORTER 82 . CATHERINE 103
. AARON 84-85 ilUGIl 79 . PRESTON L 82 . CLAIRY B 104
. AARON H 82 ISAAC 80 . REBECCA 82 . DAVID 101
. ALFRED 85 JANES 84 . ROBERT 83 . EDVARD 101
. ALIGB 80,87 JAHES A "RANUY" 79 . ROBERT AURELIUS 79 . EDVARD U 102
. ALICE AHAKDA 82 JAKES EVANS 84 . ROBERT V 84 . EDVARD L 102
. ALLEN 80 JAKES UENSHAV 82 . RUBY OCTABIA 79 . ELIZABETH 101
. ALIEN HULLINS 82 JAHES K 83 . SALLIE 80 . ELLEN 101
. AHANDA 85 JAHES KADISON 82-83,85 . SALOHA BEDFORD 80 . ELLIS H 102
. AHANDA GEE 82 JENNY VASHBURN 79 . SAH SHILOH 82 . G E 103
. AHERICA 80,84 JEROME DAVID 79 . SAHUEL 79-80,84-85,87 . G V 101
. ARAKIKTUA 80 JESSE 80 . SAHUEL GARRHTT 82 . HENRY 101
. ARAKlNTllA - JOHN 80,83-85 . SAHUEL GKUBBS 82 . ISAAC 101
ilLLOUGilBy 79 JOttN ARHSTKONG 82 . SAHUEL NUORE 82 . J A 102
. B C 85 JOHN B 82 . SAHUEL MORE 82 . J D 102-103
. BABE 80 JOHN it 79 . SARAH ANN BRYANT 82 . J L 102,104
. BEDFORD FORREST 79 JOHN ItllDGINS 84 . SARAH P PHILPOTT 79 . J K 103
. BELLE 83 JOHN N 82 . SARAH T BEDFORD 80 . J T 102
. BENJAMll 83-85 JOHN ROVAN 80 . SERILDA 85 . JANES R 101
. BESSIE 84 JOHN SANDERS 83 . SILVESTER 84 . JOHN 101
. BETSy UtCKLlN 84 JOSEPH 79-80 . STEPHEN 82 . JOHN R 103
. BEm 84 JOSEPH B 82 . STUART GREGG 82 . KATIE 103
. BLAUD 80 JOSEPHINE 83 . SUB 83 . LINEY 103
. BRANOSFORD 84 JOSIE 83 . SUSAN 80 . LUZIA 102
, BRYANT 82 KENSY 84 . SUSAN HILAK 79 . LONEY 102-103
. BfiyCE DOCKBRy 82 LESLIE COHBS 79 . SUSAN VILLIANS 79 . LUCINDAY 101
. CBCiL GAUNT 82 Lucy 83 . THOHAS KARION 85 . LUCY 101
. CLIO 84 LUCY ANN BALL 79 . THOHAS PAUL 79 . LURA A 102
. CLOYD 83 LUTHER COLLIER 82 . UNCLE JEFF 83 . LUSfE 102
. CORA BENSON COLLIER 82 HALINDA 85 . VERN 84 . NANDA A 102
. CURTIS LEE 82 NARGAR8T VAN ZANT 85 . VERNEY 83 . KARGARET 101
IRUbi rUA fVbURfi LL lAAUDi} I7;*»
8lAiR,(cont)
. mm toi
. mm j 102
. my 101
. KAKy F B 102

























BOYD.JANKS R KRS 109














. SUSAN CARTKR b2


















. JAHRS KLDIiR 31)
. JAKKS P 30,58,92,107
. JAMRS REV 54
. JAS J 18
. It J 101
. NARY 23




. GLORIA J 109
. JAGRI8 H 109
. SUSANNAH NAUCBY 11




. NAKTHA D NKS 109
. NARTHA DIION 44
BRYANT,CHARLES ROGERS 14
. EVYLIN CLAtR 14
. JANES DAVID 14
. JOSEPH A 14
. JOSEPH ALLEN U
. JOSEPH ALLEN JR 14
. NARY ELIZA 14
. SARAH ANN 82
BUCKINGHAN,ALLEN 49
. CHARLES ANBURSE 49
. G A 49
, I K 49












. NANCY J 9
. I T 17-18




. FLORENCE HAY 79
. JOSEPH R 22









. GBORGE A 103
. HARRET 102
. J L 102
. HAGGIB 102
. mY 103
. NARY C 102
. THOHAS C 102
CATLETT,A1LEEN L HRS 110
CHAHBERLAIN,
. GARRBTT YOUNG 13
, JAHBS 24























. BETTY J HRS 110




. JAKES RILEY 62
. HARY 9
. HARY H IlLSON 62











. LESLIE C 79
. H y 20
. KARION G 109
. NARY ANN PULLIAH 79




. SUE ELLEN 95
. SUBLLA 95
. SUSAN JANE 95
BYBBE,6ENJ 72


















. ALICB H HRS 110







. JANES A? 95
. LUCY 95
. NAGGIE 8








. ALICE SCOTT 89
. HARRISON 27
. INIS H 88
. JULY 27
. HARY BLIZABTH 27
. HARY KING IILLIAKS 87
. HATTHB! 89
. TELITHA 87
. IILLIE G 88
HQi 126 INDEl FOR VOLUME 22 TRACES 1994
GLOVD.m F eo . FLOYD 46 . NARY 74 . BEN 41
. mxu 88 . GEORGE T 88 . MATTIE 74 . BUD 95
. GARY 80 . GROVER L 88 . MILDRED 74 . JEFF(ERSON) 95
. CLUR18 80 . HENRY CLAUDE 88 . KOSE A 71 . LUCINDA 95
. DAVID rUFORD 80 . HSRKAN E 88 . NOSES 73-74 . LUCY CARTBR 95
. KDNA PRAHC8S 80 . INIS H GARY 88 . NANCY 74 . KBLINDA 40
. mit JANB 80 . JOHN FORREST 88 . R F 102 . MILDRED 49
. miZABSTH 80 . JOSEPH C 88 . SALLIE 74 . MURTHA ROGERS 43
. mNK u 80 . LEONARD REECE 88 COYLE,SHIRLEY CLARK 110 . NANCY 40-4 .95
. GKORGis FLO 80 . lORBTTA NURL8Y 88 CRABTREE.ALEIANDSR 21 . NANCY C 40
. GLArDSLL 80 . LOUVENiA S 88 CRADDOCK.JOHN G 78 . ROBERT K 49
. HIRAM B 80 . LUCILU 87 CRAVLEY,VILLIAM 77 . THOMPSON 41
. \on Jivu 80 . MARSHALL 65 CRBAL,JAKIKA VHITTON 120 . VILLIAM 42
. JANES 89 . MARY 82,88 CREECH 32 . YOUNGER 40,42
. JAKES HOVARD 80 . KARY LOGAN 88 CREECH,BONNIE 19,57 DAVIS n
. JBROMB R 87 . SUSAN KIRKFATRICK 88 CREEK,KILLION 18 DAVIS,ARCH B 16
. JESSIE CHIOS 80 . TttBLMA VtLLlS 88 CRENSHAV, A— 9 . B F 20
. JOE L 80 . ULYSSES B 88 . A V (ALLIB) 105 . BETY 103
. JOHil 86 . VHLIB G CARY 88 . ANDERSON 10S . CAROLINE 102
. JOHN V 87 . VM C "BILL" 88 . BENJAMIN KILLS 49-50 . CATHERINE 102
. LEVl (LEE) 87 . VM LBIIS 88 . HENRY 21,105 . CHARLEY 104
. LYDA 87 COLVERT.VOLUNTINB 9 . JAMBS 105 . CLEM 77
. NARTHA 8 80 COKER,ONIE 84 . L P 20 . E N 104
. MARY U 80 COKtTON.LEVIS 88 . LOLAR 104 . BLENDER 102
. NARY O'BANION 87 . LUCY A 88 . NARY 9 . EKBR. 103
. MELISSA 89 . KARY SUSAN TURNER 88 . NANCY U . G R 102
. NANCY S 80 CONNER,AINICE B 110 . P H 21 . GARNET 102
. NANCY SPEARNAI 80 CONSTANT,R L 102 . THONPSOl 105 . GEORGE VASHINGTON 120
. OILERSON 80 SALLIE 103 CRBVS,JOHH 62 . GRANVItLE 21
. RUEE 87 CONTOS, . NATTHEV 17 •. H Y 17-18
. RIDLEY VARD - CHRISTINE SETTLES 58 . POLLY 17 . HARDEN 19
PHILPOTT 89 COOK,BARBARA BU8ANK 110 CROSS.VILLIE 116 . HARDIN YOUNG 16
. RISSIB KATUBRIHE 80 VALENTINE }1 CROV.HETTIB 80 . J A 102
. SALLY N 80 COONEY.NARYANN 52 CRUNB.B 22 . JACK 103
. TflONAS V 88 COOPER,BETTY J 110 CRUNP.JOSSIE 103 . JERRY A 110
. TRACEY ANN VILSOH 80 . JAKES SINPSON 22 CRUNPTON,PAULA 110 . JOHN G 21
. VALERIA RICH 87 . SMITH 22 CRIITCIIER,G L 20 . L J 102
. VBRGIE LOU - CORNEALIUS?,LUCY 36 HENRY 19 . L P? 21
ARMSTRONG 8? CORSTLY?,LARKIN 20 CULP.DANL 19 . N E 103
. VILLIAM N 80 COVINGTON,JULIA 9 CUMNINS,JAMBS 62 . NICHABL J 110
. Z TAYLOR 87 PERNIA 9 CURD,DANIEL 39,42 . FEGA 101
COATES.GAYLE NC 110 COVAN.FANNIB GOFF 71 . ELIZABETH 52 . S A 102
COATS,TBRRY NRS 110 COVDOR,SUSAN 73 . U P 22 . SARAH E 102
COCKERALL.RICK 84 COl,ALBERT 104 . JESSE 52 . SETH H 102
COE.CHOVKING 88 . ALFRED 104 . UBEDIAH E 52 . THOS J 9
COLE.ELUABBTH 32 . BILLIE 74 . SUSAN B 9 . U F 103
HILLIAM 32 . BOY 104 CURL.KARVINE 110 DAVDS.THOKAS 21
COLEMAH.L 8 9 . DAVE 74 CURRY.EDVARD K 9 DB LONG,DOROTHY 110
LUCY 9 . DORA 103 CURTIS,JESSE 62 DEAK,CLARBURNE 72
COLLIER,CORA BENSON 82 . E L 104 DALE.ISAAC 91 . LLOYD 19,32 110
REBECCA 26,29 . EKILY 74 . JEFFREY 110 . KAY REV 18
COLLINS,ALBERT V 88 . GENEVA 56 , JEFFREY SCOTT 91 DBARING,ELMOKE 9
. AMANDA FUEMISTER 88 . ISARBL 74 DARNELL,PATTI 110 . LUTHER 9
. 6BRTUA CLOYD 88 . JESSIE 104 DARTER,NARY 37 . M E 9
. CAPTOLA GRAVES 88 . JO h NEHENIAH 36 . ROGER DR 110
. CARROLL 88 . JOHN n DAVIDSON 92 DEERING,VIIL1AH V 78
, GUOVNING COE 88 . MANDY 104 DAVIDSON,ALEIANDER 58 DEER1NGT0N,EVING 78
. CLARENCE BEDFORD 88 . MARTHA 104 . ANDREW 42-43 DEGALVEZ,HELEN MRS 116
iNDKi i^oR mm n mcKs hh PACK 111
DBIIIIIIBKUII.A A 103 . FRRIIlli lOJ . iium il . V M SK 18
. H 1' 103 DOTy.PRUUiR 62 . JANR 97 FOKGY.S F RLURR 13
. s r 102 DOUGMRRn'.l'UUy 13 . JUHN 52 FOKKANJANKV It 111
mm,am 91 DOUGLAS,GRUKGR V 15 . HARYC 9 FOSnTT.G 1! RifV 11
. GRBBD c 110 . JANK UULSR S5 RLMURK^HATCHKK 32 FUSTKR,BUTTON 95
. ISAAC IKirTON 91 . NAK 95 . I' lj 9 . DAVIU 95
. J11LI8 101 . ROBKRt 95 . J A 102 . DOKA 95
. KAMCA 101 . STRFURN A 50 . JAHKS 32 . RD 95
. SUSAN 101 . VILLIAH »5 . MILIA A 102 . JANRS 95
DKHH ISDN,LRU 9b DOVNRR,L A W-18 . NANCY UAVKINS 32 . JAHRS A? 95
. MAKSUALl m ito DOMING,RLUABRTU 116 KMBRRTON.jjUirU 111 . HINNIR LRR 95
. IILLIAN 9 DOVRL.KOnR 104 RMKKSUN.HIZABRTH 9 . NRLLIR 95
DRNSOH.RACURL 101 SHACK 104 HRNRY 21 . VILL 95
DRNr.PAlIl L HRS 116 UOVLS,JAIIRS L 110 8MGLAND, FOVLKR,DOROTHY 111
DENTON.CUARLRS 20 y S RRV 71 AKTHLRtiN RYAN 111 . UORUTUY DAVIDSOH -
JUNR Hll 34,110 DRISKRLI.JOIIN F 73 RNNIS.JAMRS L 9 MARTll 58
DBFP.Al U DlirF,VlLLlAK V 20 KAKY 9 . HARTHA 84
. C G n DUKR.B B 18 RNYRART,ABRAHAM 85 FOI.GRORGR N HRS 111
. HARDIR 20,105 DUNLAFJOK RRV 18 VILLIR ANNR 85 FRANCIS,HAROLD R MRS 111
. JBHMIli 105 DUVAL.kOBRRT ik\ 91 RPLAIM.R J 9 FRAHKLIII,RLUABRTH 24
DKIBIiSS.IIISS U DUVALL,KALISA 9 RSTKF,ilAB 19 IVA 1
DSMSy.GBRALDllG 110 DyBR.ARLII! 87 RUBAMK,JOHN 20 FRASIRR.HOVARD R MRS 111
DICKENS,Aimit 32 . BAKNIR 87 RVANS.RDVARD 51 FEAZRR.ROBRRT 24
. RPURAIM 32 . BRitClR ANDKRSOH 87 HRNRY 10 FRRRHAN 92
. HANNAH 32 . HATTIR BlGGRRSTAri' 87 RVItRliTT 71 FRRRHAN.JO ANN )8,111
DICKRRSON.ARCHR 21 . JAHRS II 87 RVRRBTT.StlSAN 74 HARTHA J 10
. J N 73 . im CLOVD 87 U G 74 FRIBSRN.FAT 91
. VOODSON 21 . KAUDR 87 RVING.JOHN A 20 FRORDGR.C V MD 45
Dicm.cyRus 17-18 . TRAVIS 87 n?ALTON,D RRV 13 FROGGm,JUDY 39,41
. 1! 18 . IILLIK B 87 RANCHRR,JIM 67 FROST,MICHARL D DR 116
. BARIR 15-17 RASTlN.OBKDlRNCIt 72 FANT,CRljA 10 FURR!M,MAT 78
. RUAHAN 18 RBUR.JAIRS 1 77 I'ARR1S,J K 18 FURLONG,RALPH 69
. RLRANAIl 16 RDDINGS,DAVID 110 FAULKNRK,DAVID 106 FYKB.MALACH! 25
. HKHRY 9 RDRN.JUANITA 19 FRRGUSON,J L 71 GADBURY.THUHAS 22
. JOHN U 18 BDHONDS 60 KBKXRR,ANITA 111 GALLOVAY.DAHIRL 58
, LSriTIA 9 RDNUNDS,CURI) 110 KIRLDIMG.JOHM C 21 . DAVID 105
. TABITNA A 18 . DANNY J 110 HRLDS 32 . ISHAM 105
. THOMAS II 105 . DANNY JUR 37 FIRKIN,HRS 45 . J B 46,111
DIGKINSOH 9 . VILLIAK 37 nSHBACK 60 . LADRA 105
DlCUIISOII,BRIiJANII L 110 RDVARDS.ALRl 105 nSHI!R,T R HRS 111 . ROBRRT LOGAN 58
. LRUS DR 110 . ALRIANDRR 120 KISHR.FAKNIR LOU 60 . SANDRA JRAN YORK 58
. TIONAS 19 . CADKR 106 FITZGRRALD, GARDINRR,
DiCKSON.NARlS 110 . CYILIS 30,50,58,92,106 CARLOS MRS 111 FLORRNCII RDVARDS 38
DODD 60 . RD 105 FITZFATRICK 62 GARDNBR 17-18
DODDJ 77 . RDVARD 105 fLRTCH8R,TH0S 73 GARDNRR,F I 92,106
. HAVDON 21 . JOHN B 105 niPFm,ISAAC 32 . F F 30.58
. HIRAN 20 . NATALIR BROOK 66 . MARY 28-29 . JAHRS UARLOV 68
. JAMRS 11 20 . m 105 . RHODA McADOO 32 . JOHN 21
DODSON,STOCKTON 27 . R A 110 . THOMAS 32 . KltVlH 68
DOLLilSJRAIIClS 22 . SALLY PARRISU 105 nuVRRS,BURGlLLA? 62 . LINDSAY 68
DOSS.CHILTOII L 34 . SOLON 105 . MARTHA KRKlKli 62 . RUSSRLL b8
DOSSRy.BLKN 103 . THOMAS 105 . PIRRSON 62 . VOODFORD L JR 111
. IRBIIA 102 BUIOTT 9b f'ULLlS,OSA m MRS 116 GARHOK,ANDKRV SCOTT 106
. J A 9 RLLIOTT, FORD 92 . GBORGB 26
. J B 9,104 . DOROTHY FOVRRS 110 FOKD,CLIt)f 20 . RALPH K COL 111
. lUliS 103 . THOS 73 . DRILA FORD 113 . TAYNA DARLRNK •
. OKA 104 RLLIS bO . RSTtlHR 98 GILLBY 106
. mi 103 RLLIS.AUNT KITTY 52 . G U 17-18 GARNKTTJR 45
PAGS m IHDKl m mwu 11 VKACKS mk
GARIIETT,(cofit} . LUTITIA 103 . JESSE 95 HAKE,PEGGY SMITH 32,111
. 8LUA 24 . MARY 103 . LAURA BELLB 9b HALE,A S REV 18
. HAILIB 45 . MILLIOU 102 . LURENA 97 JAMES 111
. V li 18 . MORA 103 . MARY POLLY SHIPLEY 97 HALL,ELIZA T 27
. V H HI) W . R T 102 . RBHA 97 . ELIZABETH R 111
GARHm.VILLlAN 41 . SAMUEL 102 . RICHARD 95 . J A 10
GAKRISOH.RAY U in . V H 103 . SALLY 97 . JAMES ALLEN 27
GASAVAy.ROBBItr 22 . VILLIE 102 . SARAH OVINGS 95 . JOHN 68
GASSAVAY 97 GLAUDKN.JOHM 74 . SIMON HENRY • . JORDAN 78
GASSAVAV,CHARLES D 20 GLASS,TOE 28 LAFAYETTE 97 . LEONARD 33
. tiARRYA 4; GLAZKBROOK,VtLLlAM 10 . SUTTON 97 . SARY 2
. J F 47 GLOVER,JAMES t 33 . THOMAS T 97 . VllflFRBD [VINNYI -
. J U 47-48 JOHN A 10 . IlLLIAM 95 BAKNETT 33
. JUDY 48 GOFK 71 GRAUYJOHN PAUL 111 HAMILTON,
GASVAY.BLtriA 2t G01^F,ANN 120 GRAHAM,ANN M 55 . ABRAHAM McDUNALD ]]
m 84 . ELIJAH 120 GRAVES,CAPTOLA 88 . ALSA 33
GBE.AHAKDA 82 . PANNIE 71 . PHBKEBY 87 . AMANDA JAKE 33
. UUABm 27 . HENRY 71-72 , TELITHA GARY 87 . EDVARU C MRS 111
. JOHK S ~ 27 GOUDALL,JAMES A 29-30 . THOMAS C 87 . ELIJAH J3
. SUSANNA 27 . LATITIA 29 GRAY.EDVD 72 . ELIZA BAKl'ER 33
GENTRY,ANNiK JONBS \5 . lUDAVia 28-3U . JAMES HOiARD 4b . ELLEN 33
. BljHAJAU 35 . LUDAitCK T 29 . R D 72 . JAMES TUONAS 33
. DON 35 . MARY 30 . RlCHAItl) 20 . JOHN 33
. DONALD i 111 . MARY FLIPPIN 28-29 . RICHARD D 21,72 . JOHN ANDERSON 33
. BlUABBTU HARTIM 35 . NANCY G 29 GRAYSON.JANB 10 . MARGARET 2b
, ELiaBBTH TOOLBY 35-36 . PETER C 29-30 GREELEY,HORACE 50 . MARGRBT 2
. BLIZABBTH IB6B 35 . KHODA 28 GREEN 32 . MARY BLUA 33
, JAMBS 35-36 . KUODA J 29 GREEN, . NINIAN 26
. JANB 35 , RHODE J 29 . ELIZA JENNINGS - . PHARABA HESTAND 33
. LUCY CARR 35 . SUSAN 30 HARDY 12 . VILLIAM LEE 33
. LUCY CORNBALIUS? 36 . VILLIAM K 29-30 . JAS 12 . VILLIAM R 33
. KARGIB 111 GOODE,CECIL E 1)1 . MARTHA AHII 12 HAMMJANE TURNER MKS 111
, NANCY 35 GOODING,ANDREI A 62 . R 25 HAMMER,J T 2
. NICHOLAS 1 36 . PROCTOR PIBRSON 62 . ROBT 20 KIZZY B 2
. mCHOUS 11 35 . TEHMHSSEB i)BLlA? 62 . SAKL 21 HAMPSTEAl),TERRY 21
. SAHUBL 36 GOODMAN 92 GREBR.B F 20 HAMPTON,JliLlA A 10
. VALm CARR 35 GOODMAN.CHARLES A 111 GRiDBR.T F REV 18 . V 20
. VILLIAM 35 GORE,MARY R 103 GRINSLBY,JETER CAPT 111 . VILLIAM 20
21GERALDS,AMANDA 62 GORIM 18 GKINSTEAD.JOHN 78 . VM
GlLDItED,FUlLLlP L 49 GORm,ELIZABETH 24 . R F DR 30 HAND,ANNE 14
GILL.ARVILLA L 111 . ELIZABETH FRANUIN 24 . R F MD 58,92,107 ANNIE 13
. JOE MRS 105 . EMMA 24 GRINSTSBAD.VK 20 HANDY lb
. MARIANNE N 111 . F JR 20 GROOMS,BEULAH 45 HARBBKSON.SAML 21
. MR 105 . FRANKLIN 30,58,92,106 ELIZABETH 10 HARBISON,KAY 111
GILLBY,DAVID GUY 106 . J If 20,77 GROVE,MELVINA b2 UARDIN,ESTHER 2
. DOROTHY M RBECB 106 . JAMBS V 23 GRUBBS 82 . HARRISON 2
. GERALD VAYNE 106 . JAMES IILSON 24 GUESS,H C 101 . LENA 88
2. UBKMAN JR 106,111 . JOHN 19,24,69 . JANE 101 HARDING,CLARA
. LAURA MARILYN 106 . KICHBLLB 31 . FARADINE 101 . HENRY 2
. LINDA MARIE 106 . S R 111 HADEJAR.SUSANA 2 . MALINDA 2
. RONNIBLYNN 106 . SAMDl 1,8,24,62,90,99 HAFLING, HARDY,ELIZA JENNINGS 12
CILLOCR 40 . SANDRA K 31,40,43,58 JUDGE ANDERSON 111 . ISHAM 32
GILLOCK.MARY J 10 106,1 08,111 HAGAN,ISAAC 2 . JANES G 32
gipson.bbllb
. DBBBY
103 . SANDRA K LAUGHERY 39 . JAKE 2 . MARTHA ANN 13
104 42 . SAKAH 2 . THOS J 18
. 8AVIL 21 GORMAN,GEORGE 2b HAGBN,ELLA M b2 HARLAN,JANES 2
. J B 102 GOSNBLL.MAMDY 10 HAHN.KILLMA b2 . MELISSA E 2
. J II 102 GOTT.ANTBOMY 95 VILLMA J 111 . NANCY 2

































. BRANCH JR 18
. DAVID 2
. li N 18
. JOSIAB 21
. N F 18
. S G 71
. T H 17-18
























. NANCY SlHHilKNAII 86







. LYDIA ANN 2

























































































. NARY J 2
. NAMCy 2
. SARAH N 2
HOLLBY.BNILY 120
. JOHN V 120













. JAHBS B 33
. JOHN J i)
. NARY 33
. NAKY A 33
. NANCY J 33
. SARAH i 33
. SUSAN J 3i
. VILtlAN B 3i
. IILLIAN J 33
96
. KLIZABBTH SKlPVORrH 89
. BVALINA 28
. GOVBNOK H 89







. J T 55









. C C 45
. CHRISrOPHBR 2
. t)K ib





. JOHN V NRS 112













. LAURA B IIUON 62
. SANUHL 73






















HQt no IHDKI m VOUjlH 22 TRACBS 1994
HUGHES,(cont) JOHHSOK.AHAHDA RUSH 96 KBBTH 32 LEE bO
JOHH H 69 . BURGILLA? 62 KBGLBY.DEHK DEAK 19 LEE,ANR0SE 62
HULL.GSOIiGB K HKS 112 . C A 34 SALLIE 112 . AKDREI 33
XARV G 32-34 . CAKILLA SLINOR 91 RBLLBY.JILES 3 . C E 34
HULSIiJAIIS 95 . CATHBRiNK "CATBY" - . MARGARET 3 . ELIZABETH 33
JOUII 95 ROGHRS 96 . SUSAN 3 , ELIZAETH J 34
uuuiiy.jssss n . GHORGB 96 KELLY 32 . I'RANCES 62
HUllLliY.JOKy m 112 . JAKftS 92 KELLY,DAVID 72 . FRANCES PENH 62
HUNr.JOHH V 3 . JAHES HENRy 91 KEPPLE,ESTHER BBLLE 96 . JANE 62
. LyOlA 3 . JHSSE 92 QUmCY ELI 96 . LOUISA 92
. KANCy 3 . JHSSB BilVARD 91 KERR,ELIZABETH 27 . LUTE 18
. NAHCy A 3 . JIH 96 NARY 101 . OHN ROBT SR 96
. 0V8N E r 3 . JOUNNIB 92,90 KERSEY,RANGE 102 . POLLY 3
. POLLY VALKBK 34 . LiLLllS 91 KEY,NAKCY 33 . SOPHIA LEE 33
. PRICILLA 34 . LOOISK G 33 . SALLEY 33 . T H 18
. RliBBCCA J 3 . LOUISB G KRS 112 . VILLIAK 3,73 . TILLIE 96
. ROBERTSON 34 . HAHALBY 3 . IILLIAK (BILLY) 33 LEECH 58
. SARAH 3 . NALCOLH R I' 96 KING.BEULAH G 112 LEECH,BRIGE T 30,116
. SARAH A 3 . NAICOLH HDVARD - . ELIZABETH 3 LEKOKS,NOVA 32
. SITHV 3 YAYIOR 91 . HEKRY 3 . NUVA A 96
HUlirSK.JOUII 1 3 . HALCOK i! T 91 . KIBLEY 3 . NOVA ANK 112
. SAHUKL 80 . MARTHA 96 . ROBERT 3 LENUGTOK.NOIA 32,113
. SttUOH S 86 . KARY 3 KINGTOK,BETTY LOU 112 LENTZ.KARTHA CHAPMAN 113
UURD.VIILIAH C 80 , NARY 3 KIKKAID 83 LEONS,PKEBA 3
HUTCUIiKS.HARGARRT 3 . HLIRBL KDIIARU 91 KINNEY.E L KU 112 LESLIE.PRESTON 45
HUTCHIiRSON 69 . NBVBLL 62 KINSER 32 ROILAND 84
UyNEK 83 . oiuy 91 KINSLOI 60 LESSENBERRY,BARRET HD 70
ISKNBBRG.D K 103 . OUHY SR 96 KINSLOI.G G ID . D D VL
70JAGRHAN.VH 37 . nOKAS 21 MARTHA 10 . ROBERT L
JACKS08 80,83 . VlCRl 112 KIRKPATRICK 30,106 LETCHER,THOS n
JACKSON.CARy 3 . VIRGIL 9b KIRKPATRIGK,SUSAN 88 LEVi.LElIS 21
. COB 3 . IILLIAK 3,91 KLIK.PAT HUTCHIKS i12 LEIlS 60,92
. ELIJAH 25 JOHNSTON,KALCOLH B T 112 RUPP,JANB 112 LEIIS.A T GAPT 20
. uimm 62 VKRA HRS 112 KRAL,ROBERT K HRS 112 . AB 37
. H H 3 JOLLY,R L 18 ROBERT KRS 95,98 . BEGKY 3
. NARGARIST 3 JONBS 30,58,92,106 KREEK,K!LLiON 18 . ISHAK 20
. KARION 3 JOKES,ADA 103 LAINHART 85 . JOHN GAPT 20
. KARTHA nm 31 . AHNll! 35 LAKB.ALAN L 112 . SOMON 21
. KARy ANN 3 . BOB n LAKBlRTIi,J 112 LINCOLN,NARY TODU 119
. PiSritR 3 . DALE 96 LANE 96 LINDELL.MORRIE 113
JAKBRSON.VASU 74 . EARL H 112 LANE,ELIZABETH 10 LING,MARY 103
JAKBS.UHIfRy 21 . EI^HB S4 . KARY 3 LINK,
JAHBSOli bO . KRANCES y 116 . ROBERT 3 KRANCES HUDDLESTON 41
jBmity.JoiiArHAN 119 . JESSB 10 . SALLY 3 LINN,ELIZABETH 121
JRNKINS,ISAAC 101 . JUDGE 65 . THELNA 3 JANES 121
JKNKlNGS.PmR 20 . LILLIAN 112 . THOMAS 3 LISAAK?,DAVID 3
JBKSHN.JANIjT L 112 . KANCY 28 LAIjBENSTElN,DlAIIA 112 LITTLE,ALEIANDER n
JANHT m 62 . SAKANTHA E 10 LADGHERY,SANDRA K 39,42 . EVERETT 106
JERLS.VRKCHSL 96 . THONAS 11 LAURENCE,ELIZABETH 3 . MARTHA 79
JgVKLL.JRI'FRIty G 32,112 . VILLIAK 10,28 JOHN 3 . REBECCA 3
JNU 11 JOKES?,IN 10 LAIRENCE.AKIU 21 LITTLEKIKLD,EVERETT 98
JOBS,DAVID 3 JORDAN,DONALD E KRS 112 LAISUN,BOBBY HRS 112 EVERETT E 113
. DORCAS 3 . NAKCY 3 . ELSADA 3 LOCK
bO
. RNOCli 3 . iriLLiAII 3 . SAK D 75 LOCK,JACOB REV 100
3
. JRSSE 3 JUDAH?,SARAH 3 LAY.CHRISTENSEK 10 . JAMES
. RaUCCA 3 KARAN,P P 38 LEATH 83 . NEITON 21
JOHNS,UH8R 112 KEBLS,HAI1NE RAKTOK 112 LEAVELL,R J 18 . ZERILDA? 10
JANH 10 KEEN,ELIZABETH 95 LEU^ORD,PHILADELPHIA 33 LOCKE,CARL E 113
iMun m VULURE a : mm vm lil
LOCO, (com) . NIHA 28 . H 9b . lUCY p 4
JACOB 30,58,92,107 . NANCY 28 . J 1 ] . POLLY RICK 84
LOGAII,KAn 88 . NANCY J 28-29 . JliSSB 10 . PRICK 4
LOGSDOH.HCHAiy 101 . OLD UBNRY 26 . JOUN 96-97 . IILLIAH 4
OTTO 101 . ORLBHIA 27 . JOHN IS 113 HAynBLD,ADDlt! 37
LDGUE,VILL1AK 3 . POLLY ANH 27 . JOUN r 10 . CLYDR 14
LOLLAR.ALIIIItA 2/ . KACUBL 2b . JONATHAN 96 . GIDBON 4
. AHANDA smn n . RB6BCCA 26-28 . KARUTTA RHV 113 . JAHBS H 21
. ARAKIHTA 11 . RKBBCCA L 27 . KARTHA 3 . LBVIS 21
. ARCH 28 . RiiUBBII S 27 . HARTHA PBRKINS 96 KCCALLUI(,I1LL1AK J 113
. AV8RUU 26 . R8UB1II 25-26-27,29 . PANSY VYBKA 91 HCDAmKN.LUCINDA 101
. BKIJAMll P 11 . KILLA 26 . PORIBR 37 NCGLASSOH.IKBNI! 113
. BBTSy 28 . KOBBRT A 27 . SUSAN HcGUNIS 96-97 KCKlLLtAN,
. BILL n . um 27 . HlLLIAtt 10 LBNA DOLORBS B 113
. BILL ikU n . SANUBL 6 27 . VILLIAX B 9b HCOKAS.rURNIiR 79
. CAROLINB mVART 29 . SARAH CATHBRIIIB 28 . IILLIAH J 10 V u 79
. D C 29-30 . SLAVK AAXOH 2t) . VN 96 HBANS.ALICB 4
. DRURY 27-28 . SUSANNAH G 27 . n B 97 . ISAAC JK 4
, DRURy C 28-29 . VIRGINIA 27 NANSUIP.AKY 67 . ISAAC SR 4
. DRyRy FLKHOil 28 . KlUOV 26 KARBSA.NBLINDA 3 . SUSAH 4
. BIBAKOR "KLLKr 28 . VILLIAR B 27 HARR.A 1 20 ltBRBDlTH,AHR 102
. BLIZABISTII 28 . KILLIAH H 27 . R B 20 . BBCA 103
. SLIZABKTH KKRK - . IILLIAN T 27 . KOBBRT 22 . IDA 102
scon 28 LONDON, KARRS 60 . J B 102
. BLlZABKTi NcDOIALD 28 . CAROL SANDKKSON 33 KARSU,N1LLIAN JR 19 . JOB 103
29 . SAHDY SANDBRSON 113 HARSHALL,ANURBV 3 . JULIA A 103
. BLLBH 27-28 LOP,NANCY 3 . BBHJAHIN 3 . L C 101
. BNILY V 27 LOTr,LBAU 83 . BLLBN . L V 102
. PBLIl GRUKDY 27 LOy,GBORGIj 20 . HBTTY k . LARA 103
. CBORGK 11 JOS 20 . JAHINA k . LOTTIB 103
. HBMRY 25-26 LOVK.KARILSB SETTLB 113 . L 0 4 . toy 103
. BBMRY S 28 LOYD 60 . LAURA BBLL 4 . LOUISA 101
. ISAAC JR 25 LUCAS,JOUN 3 . LINDA ANN 4 . K J 103
. ISAAC SR 25 LUTTRBlL.NAitGARST A 113 KARTIN 21,60,92 . MARTHA A 102
. J P 30 LYBN.U T 10 KARTIK,DBRIRDA 4 . HAKTHA J 103
. JACOB 25-26 ZACHARIAU 10 . BLIZABBTU 4.35 . MYRTILB 104
. JACOB S 26-27 LYLB.HARY 72 . GRORGB 72 . OLLIB 102
. JAKBS 25-27 LYHN.BLIZABilTH 121 . ISAAC 91,106 . RBBBCCA 102
. JAN8S F 29 LYON,VALTBK 18 . ISAAC R 18 . SALLIK 103
. JAHRS PORTBR 28 n 21 . JOUN D 16 . SAKAU H 103
. JAHBS THOKAS 28 LYONS,JOY 119 . NATUANIBL 4 . THOHAS r 101
. JAKBS V 26-28 NADDBROII.ROSB 0 113 . SAMUEL 25 . VIKA 102
. JANS 26-27 KADDOl 92 HASCUNBYBR,L01S 113 HKKPHY.BBTTy k
. JRSSB 27 NADUUl,JOilN 3 LOIS UAVIDSON 95 KKRKBIL,B J 113
. JIKKY 2t) NAKY 98 KATHKK,COTTON 38 HiiRSBRY.iriLLlAH 4
. JOUN U 27-29 HADISON.KLIZA L 49 NATLOCR.CHRISTINB 26 KBTZBN,SUSAN 113
. lOUANH 28 NALONB.GRIiliK n KATTHBVS 60,7b KGBRS,BliTTy L 113
. lUCmDA 27 . KISS n HATTUBIS.JOHH 10,32 KIDDLBTON.JAHBS RBV 18
. LVDIA 28 . SAHUU P 69 . JOHN CAPT 22 SUSAN 62
. KAKGAKBT B 27 . fYNN 91 . JOHN SR 19 KILAH,SUSAN 79
. HAKTHA 28 HANN.KOBKRT 22 . KKV 18 KILBS.J N 103
. HARtBA C 27 NANS,UANNARy 3 NATTINGLY,LINDA LOU 106 . HAKTHA B 102
. HARTHA T 28-29 NANSFIBLD 60 KAUCBY,SUSANNAH 27 . SALY 103
. NARy 28 NANSHUD,AKN1JLU 36 HAULDIN 97 HILLBK,A 4
. KARY AKN 27 . BKLLB I 97 KAIHY 30,58,92 . BIRCUIB L 87
. KARY B 29 . CYRUS 96 NAlBy,l''RANCBS 4 . BLBNUK 4
. MAKY BLLBB 28 . mNK 36-37 . BANBV 4 . JAHliS 4
. utm 29 . GBOKGK 106 . i B 84 . JOSBPH 4
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NJLLIiK,[cont) Knumjoim 91 MYERS,JOHN S 4 NEVIL,THOMAS R CAPT
. NAity j HEKKr.UKLKK 79 . LOUELLA i 95 NEVILL.JAS
. mmu . JOHN 4 . LOUELLA K MRS 116 S E
HlLU.MOUIij . JOHN K RKV 52 . MIKE 51 NEVILLE,FRANCES B 97-
HlLmBKKGiilt,DOLOKIj!i . JOHN N KKV 51 MYRAMD,BARBARA 113 . 1
DOLORKli . JOy REV 50 MYRES,HENRY 10 . VILLIAM 17,
KINUK.JOUN V HUNFORD 49 McADOO.RHODA 32 . VINIFRED OLDHAM
NiNYARD.B MUlim.EBID 37 McALPIN,FIANCE 3 . VM
. mn . ELIZABETH 37 TEMPERANCE 3 NEVBERRY,FRANK
. GKOROii A . Lucy 37 McCANDLESS,JEFFERSON 22 . JOSEPH
. J B . MR 51 McCLBROII,SUSANNA 3 . LEVI
mmu . HAUCy PATTISOH 50 VM 3 . MARY ALICE 1
KONTGONKRy.A P NKS . RICHARD J 50 McCOMAS.OORlNDA 80 . T L MD
F T . V B n MARINOA 80 NEVBY
mu . iriUlAH E 50 McCONNBLL.JH 10 NEVMAN,ANNA L MRS 1
NOORg.BBIIJAlllij . VN E 21 . NANIE 37 KNIGHT
. 6DVARD KUilN.VlVlAK POYHTER 113 . n 10 NICHOLS,BESSIE
. BLlZABliTIi MyRFA.PIiBBA i McCORUE,FRANCIS 25 . J T 1
. SMAllllE KliRlEY.BOB 28 JIMMY R 113 . MARY
. mu . .D E 29 McCOVN.F 18 NiCKELL.JOE DR 1
. mmm . E H 29-30 McCOy,ANTHONY 21 NICKELS,SUSANA 1
, J UOUGLAii . J A 29 . DA. 103 NICKOLS,JAMES
. JSRKNlAli . J R 30 . OHII 21 NIFONG
. JHO . JAMES R 29 . TAYlOR 21 NOBLES,MICHAEL 1
. JOBL . JAMES ROBERT 28 McDANIEL.DABHEY 21 NOBLETT,REBECCA " 1
. LAURA B . JIM 30 . GIDEON 21 NORMAN,SARAH
. Lucy . LORBTTA 88 . VM 21 SHIRLEY ANN 1
. MARGARET . MARY LOILAR 29 MCDONALD,ELIZABETH 28-29 NORRIS.ANGIE NONA
, HSLISSA HILDRKD MURPHY,NAOHi MRS 113 MICHAEL 28 NOVOSEL,DOH 1
. HICHABL 113, MORRBLt 60 McDOVELL.J 21 NUCKOLS,AKDREV
. RSBKCCA HURRELL.ELISA DOUGLAS 13 J A 20 . COLONEL
. RB(;illA . ELlZABEm A 10,24 McERNANY 80 . JANE
. RBHEMA . GEORGE 23 McGAViL,D L 104 NUNN,
. VILLIAM . HELBH 24 . L K 104 . CAROLINE ALEIANDER
NORRIS.B . HEKRY C 24 . MRYK 104 . EUNA
. BLIZA . BEZEKIAU P 24 NcGlNNlS,SUSAN 96-97 . ELIZABETH S
. LYDIA . J H 21 McCUIRE,POLLY 95 . ELIZABETIi liARA
. P L . JAMES 24 MclKTlRE,VILLIAM 72 . G V
. SAUV . JANET 24 McLERRAN,HAROLD 113 . GEORGE VASUINGTON
. mul . JANETT 24 McMillan,
. SARAH . JANETTA 24 LENA DELORES 120 . GEORGE VASHINGTON -
. TILKAN . JAEETTA CHAHNING 23 HcMURTRKY.DEMNELD 3 JR
HOKRliiON.ANliRlCA . JESSE LOBBIN 13 McNEES,MERLE E MRS 113 . JAMES J CRITTENDON
. mMCKS . LIKSEV 24 McNICliT.AIiy 3 . JOHN MILTON
. JO s . LOUISA 24 MARGARET 3 . MARGARET K 13-
. JOHN . ROBERT 21 McPHERSON,JOSHUA 3 . MARTHA ANN
. ROV . S ii 22 NEAGLE,JOHN S 11 . MARY L 13-
. iriUlAN . SAMUEL 22-24 NEELAND,ROBERT KRS 113 . MARY VILLIAMS
. VILLIAK . SAMUEL JR 24 NELSON,BERSHKBA 4 . ROVLANU
HOSKS.ARriilfSlA . SARAH 24 . JOEL 4 . SALLIE VASH
NOSiU.KONRR D . THOMAS 24 . POLLY 4 . lALTER
KOIili . V U 22 . SALLIE 4 . VALTER OSBURNE
HOSIi.KARRlljl' . VILLIAM C 24 . SARY 4 . VILLIAM GREENVOOD
. JAKE!) MURREY,LORETTA MMRS 113 NETHERTON,ISAAC 4 . VILLIAM USlltlRN
. JOSIAH MURRY.JMO K 72-73 . MARGARET M 4 0'BAN]0N,MARy
. UU 0 MUSGRAVES,SAMUEL 4 . RUTHY 4 ODELL.JOUN
. PULiy MUTTER,JOHN R 11J NEUSE.JANE 98 SALLY
HOSSBy MYATT 35 NEVELS,VADA 34 ODLE,VILLIAM
INUIil FUK VOLUKK LI mm HS4 fAl-K rjj
OLDHAK.CeAKU!) It . JAKBS C n PBTBRMAK 80 PLDMNBR.IALrBK m 114
. mm k , SALLV 105 PBrirr.B r U PLYB(JH,R|!V 18
. JliDAH 4 PATTBKSUN.DAViO 5 . GBURGK C 8B PUGACB,JBAN 5
. HAHTHA A * . BLUA 5 . NARY ANN 8U POGUB.COXNBLIA U 114
. mt k . JAKBS H 11 PBI 120 JANB 5
. mu 4 . LUUiSA 5 PHK(IIM'BR,AHANDA 88 POINDBITBR,
. RICHARU 4 . NANCY 5 PHILLIPS,AARON 62 . ARCHIB THOHAS 27
. WILLIAH 4.32 PAULL.R L 78 . AGNBI) 5 . NATILDA 5
. VIHIKRBD 9? PAYNB 92 . ANN BRUKN 62 POPB 30,58,106
QL1VKK,(; V 2D PAYNB.J N 37 . BBVSY 62 PORTBR,D M 18
osm 18 . JAKBS li 21 . BLIZABBVH 62 . B&vm 21
OVEK.IiLlZAfiKTH 11 . JUBAL 120 . mu 62 . BLIAS 51
OVHNS.ABICAIL * . KAKTHA ANN 120 . jmtBMtAH 62 . BLIZASBTH -
. SHAD lOt . RUUDA BASBAK 120 . JOHN 5,62 RICHARDSON 51
. T my n PAyTUN.VILLlB KliV 71 . MURRIS 62 . VM 21
UViHGS.SAKAU 95 PBCR bO . PRUDIB DOTY 62 POSBY,MARIAN SMITH 114
PACIi.LKONA 113 PBDBN 58,92.10? . STBPHKN 62 POmL.BSSBNBTH 62
. HR n PBDBN.BURL KcQliOIN 54 . IlLllAH 62 JOHN 5
. RACHKL 101 . BLSIB BARLB 54,5(1 PBlLPOn.CASSHt A B 27 POVBRS.PAULINB 19
. TBOHAS 15 . BVA CUB 30,48 . JOHN H 27 POYNTBR,B f 11
. t H 18 . LUCr KRANCBS 54 . im CARY 27 NATHAN 120
PAE.SAIUBL H 5 . NAUDB RlCHItr 55 . RIDLBY VARD 89 PRBNT1CB,GB0RGB D SO
. SHITU 5 PBUIGO 70 . SARAH P 79 PRBSTUNJAHBS C 11
. SUSANHAU 5 PBDIGO.BUCK 74 PHON,yiLLlA(l 5 . JBVBL CRBSUP 14
. n S 5 . BLtZABBTH 52 PICKBNS 92 . JOHN B CAPV 20
PAGB.CALVm 4 . BLLBN 74 PICKBTT 60 . LUCIAN V 14
. CHAKLKS 0 4 . J R 77 PICKBn.HllNRy 39 PRBIITT 60
. CHARLOTTA 4 . JOSKPH 73 . NANCY 39 PRBHITT,HILLY 97
. IfLlZA 4 . ViLLlAK 52 . R S PT 21 ROBBRT 22
. G 1 103 PBKBBRVOII.BUI'OKU 105 PiBRSALL.JOHN 74 PRICK,ROBBRT M 72
. GKO B 4 . LIZZIB 105 PIBRSON,ROBBRT A 96-97 ROBT 1 73
. JAHIS 4 . ItLLlB 105 ROBBRT ALLBN 114 PROCTOR,JAMBS 5
. ma 4 PBHN 92 PIKB,NICHOLAS 53 JANB 5
. JUIill G 4 PBNN,BARBARA SANDKRii 114 P1LK,BL1ZABBT[! JANB 34 PROPBS,LOUISA N 114
. im T 4 . BLUABBTU 37 PILBS.DBLPHIA ANN 96 Pi[YOk,BLlZABBTH 98
. LINDA 4 . I'RAHCKS 62 PINCKLBY.JOHN 5 PUCKBT,G H 103
. MARTHA 4 . JOHN 37 PINUKY,JAMBS 5 PUCKBTV.BKO 71
. KARV 4 . JOSBPU 37 PIPBR 60 PUGB.IRA 120
. m\m 4 . KARV 37 PITCHED,JBANBTTA 114 . LINDA ALBIANDKR 120
. PKGGY 4 PBNKIIIGTON.DANIBL 5 P1TC0CK,6LANCHY 5 . iriLLlAM C 120
. PRUOINCA 4 . HANAK 5 . BLIJAH 5 PULliAM.LYNN 105
. MCUIil 4 . KARTHA 5 . BLIZABBTH 5 . NARY ANN 79
. RBODA 103 . RICHARD 5 . ISAAC 5 . n 21
. s c 102 . S B B 5 . JACKSON 5 PURSLBY 60
. SAKUBL 4 PKRKIHS 60 . JOHN li 114 PURSLBY,J J 75-76
. rOKP. 102 PBRKiNS.CAKL 19 . KATHARINB 5 . JULIAN 44
PAIIIBK.CIIARLBS V JR 114 . JOB SAHUBL 54 . LUCY JANB 5 . MARY 76
PALNUKB.R S n . LUCIA LBCKBTIA 54 . NARION 5 . VM 75
y R n . KARTHA 25.9t)-97 . HARTHA J 5 PURYOR.HBiBKIAH 24
PARDltB.JANII r 11 . NARY J 11 . RBBBCCA 5 SUSANA 24
PARK.SALLV 34 . MARY JANB VBBB 54 . RBBBCCA A 5 R"-,HBHfiy S 11
PARRB.CHRISTOPHKR 114 . HANCY 11 . SOSANNAH 5 RABURK,KILLY 5
PARKBR,DICIli{RS(Jll 21 . RACUBL M 54 . VHONAS 5 THONAS 5
. HANNAH B 5 . RICHARD 25 PITMAN,BBLLB 11)3 RAJBIIICII,KATHLBBN 75
. MARTBA B 5 . ROBBRT BIGGAN 25 nu 32 KALSTON.L A 11
, lANCV A 5 . yciA L 5b PLUMLY.BLIZABBTH 5 RAMBR,SARAH B 103
PARRISH.BILIIB 74 . VK 21 KM 5 KANON.MALINUA 102
. BDIIN B m 114 PKRRY.BLiZABBTH 72 PLUMilBR 64 VM 103
PA6K 134 INDBl m VOLUMB 22 TRACBS 1994
RAHSBV.J U m 18 . ST8VRK 102 . CHARLBS 98 ROUSB,ISAAC 5
RAy,8 U RICHARDS0)I,HL1ZA8HTH U . BLIXA. 5 . LINDA 5
. HkUU 51 . JBAN 5 . VILLIAM 5
. NmOR . rBLll 51 . JOHN JR 5 ROUSSBAU,VIVIAN 39.42,45
. poiisy RlCH8y,CARL lALTUH 55-56 . JOHN SR 5 49
. SALLY . CRRiL 8AKHR 54-55 . MARGARBT 5 ROV 9b
. SARAH . DORTHU UOKfiEH 55 . PBTBR 5 KOVLANU.NARY VILLIAMS 15
. tUOIIAS . mil 54 . PRICB 73 ROYALTY,AUGUSTIIB 1 114
READ.COKNBLU . FANNIB 55 . PRUDBNCB 5 AUGUSTiNB VARDBR 106
. UAMPTOM R 56 . RBUBBN 73 ROYCB.CAROLINB 114
REDDMlAltJANA . HAMPTON KOBRRT 55 . RICB 73 RUBLB.PBGGY 114
KBDFOltD, KK . INA 56 . SARy 5 RUMBBL.DBBRA S 114
. mHcis . INA (HAUDR) 54 RODBII.AVB 5 RUNN10N,BLIZABBTH 5
. HR 41, . J 1 56 JOHN 5 . JOSBPH 5
. KAMCr . JAMBS CHRiSTOPKBR 54 RODBS.Lll'BR? 21 . LUCY 5
. scort . JOHN 56 R0DGBRS,ANII1B K 114 . MAHALY 5
. 1 Y . JOHN V 56 SAXUBL H 34 RUSH,AMANDA 9 .96
RKDi^RO.VlLLlAK H . JOHM VILLIAN 53-55 ROB 96 . BBNJAMIM 5
REED.GBO , JOHN VILLIAM JR 54 ROGBKS 23,45,56,60,62 . BRILLA 5
JOHH M . LBDA MAY BAKKR 55 ROGBRS,BilNJAMlN J 62 . CLARICA 5
RR8SR,)I A m . LUDy MAr BAKKR 54 , CATKY 92 . DANIBL 5
11 ANDV RBV . LBMUBL H 53,62 . CATHBRINB 92 . DBMNIS 5
R|j)iKR,JAK8S 8 114,1 . LUCIAM 53-56 . BDMUND 13,39,42,49 . BLIZABBTU 5
muhi t . Lucy 56 . BLIZ.^BTH JACKSON 62 . BSTBBR b
. HARTHA P 22,37,48, . MARTHA JAHB 56,62 . I^LORBNCB V 14 . BZBKIBL 5
. MARTHA POVBLL . MARTHA JAMB ROGBRS 62 . GBORGB 11 . GRACB 6
RKNRO . MARTHA R06KRS 53 . HULUA A 62 . HARDIN V 6
mia 30, . MmNlB HSTBR 55 . HULDA ANN 41 . HARDING 1 b
RSIjiCK,KRZlA . MyRTLH OPAL 55 . UULDAH 42 . HBRNAN b
RKflNlCK . HANMiK 54 . HULDY 42,44 . ISAAC 6
RRHNOCK.miA . PAULINH MAB 55 . JAMBS 40 . JAMBS 6
nmm . RDSSHL S 5j,114 . JOSBPH H 39-40.62 . JBHtMA 6
RKmOLDS.JOUN T . SAM 55 . LUMBRTHA 43 . JBRBHIAB b
. LBROID . STBVB 62 . LUMBRTHA JANB 41 . JBRBMIAH JR b
. LUCILLK LAVMNlt . TOBB • 54 . NAHULDA 38,41 . JOSBPH 6
. HARIOH L KRS . V H 5b . MAUULDA ANN 42-43 . JOSHUA 6
. mmn 21, . VBACHBL K 56 . MARTHA 53 . MARTHA b
. HONROK . VBACHBL BLBHRT 53,55 . MARTHA JANB 62 . lARY 6
. SALLIK RICHRDS.J A 104 . MARTHA JANB RICHBY 62 . KlUlB
. SALLIK KimR R1DDLB,MA11NB LOLLAR 29 . MARY 40 . MOLLBY 6
. SUSANNA P RIDBK.BLIZADHTH 5 . MARY ANN BBLL 41 . MUZADORIj(A)
. THOMAS TUOIIAS 5 . NARY BBLL 41 . NANCY 6
. HILLIIIGTOH RIGDUK.R U 103 . MURTHA 43 . PALSY
RHOTOH.MARY RIHBRD.SHBLLHY T 114 . MURTHA JANB 41 . PATSY
POLiy V D 36-37 . NANCY C DAVIDSON 40 . RACMBL
RICK,DAVID RITCHBV.MARV ANN 13 . NANCY DAVIDSON 40-41 . RB8BCCA 6
JANBS H RITTBR bO . NANCY PICKBTT 39 . RBBBCKAH b
RlCil.JAMKS RlTTBR.CHKRy 62 , POLLY 40 . RUTHB/KATHB? 6
. JBRRAMA . CHINA b2 . SAMUBL 38,40-41 RUSSBLL.GBORGB b
. MAMCy . BDIARO r 102 . SAMUBL H 34,40 . HBLBN 28
. POLLr . FRANK 103 . SAMUBLH 39 . HBLBN B 114
. SINTHA . MARY 11 . SARAH BLIZA H 34,41 . NARTHA 6
. VALKRIA . SALLIB 52 . UNITY 120 . NARY b
RICHARDS,J A . SARAH A 102 . IllLIAM 38-39,42,62 . SBTH 6
. LBVl . SUSAN 102 ROLAND,GBORtiB V 15 RUTUBRFORD.DOLOKBS C 114
. MARTHA . V J 102 ROLL.BDVAIID C 76 RUTLBDGB.MARY ANM 62
. NARYL BOBBINS,VANUA 97.114 ROSS,CURISTINB L MRS 114 Ky6ACK,CLARICB MRS 116
. SARAH C XOBBRTSON.CAI.VIN 5 ROUHDTRBB.UBNRy 78 RYBUURD.CATHRIHB 6
IKOU m VOLUHii Ll TRACK!). 19^4 PA';b
KruN.MJOH ! ) . lyiMA Ll SIKtS.KAUCy </AKr r iz .115
SAULI-;ii.K(lKNA m 1U . N F I' MHNtKKAK.AHAKT Hh . HAKOy 'JAKrti&i.L 12-1j
SAHHSSJIdlJ^mM t 11 . DbKUIiifiCh L> . CATHAKlNb flrj . UliNKT riAKKISoN li
. ISAAC N . FMLINA ll . NANCy fib , HyHAH i\}
, UM i) lul , KHUeiN JK ll 00 . J L lUl -luz
rtKjKNruN zu , ihiit 11 smuDhii.c cLAyroK 14 . JACOB 28
mm,\ j . SAKAH 11 JAKbS K'JUIS lit . JAKKS 11
ruH *5-4b SCKIVINUK,JONATHAN y MNUN.SiBLy H 115 . JAHBS ALLBII 27-2B
SANDIjkS,AllNA 101 SCKlVNSH.JUSiTIi 11 SIKii.liLIZABIirii b . JA«hS bl'liKKy ll
. OA. 1U3 IILLIAH S 11 . jNu i; Ji . JBKBNiAB 47
. DAN 104 SMy St . JOHN b . JKSSB HAKl'iN il
, KLU F t'J£ SKUlUCKJAHii^ b . SAty b . JIHHy 1
. KKKK. i!J^ SELF.t; » loi-•104 . SUCHIA b . JUSKPH THOHAS 12
. iliiUKCI! H Hj4 . J Is IB SIKKY.VH b . KATIK H 115
. H b lOi . JOHN S 104 SlSCO.CLAyByKN B U . KAl'lB KAUDij 1
. mu 11)4 . i,yuA 6Z KIlNNIiU. U . lUCINDA LAmilCI! 12-13
. J il 101 , Sild'HA A tui SKAGOS.KAVHAN 1U1 . LLIHB b
, J P 1IU . lAlB ItJJ VH 101,103 . LUHA 12
. J 1 I0"i SKSTVLil'JAKHS l! Ll SKlPVUKrH.BUZABM'il d'i . KAKIUN J b8
. JIJilA 45 45 UAUCHrKKJKTT 45 . KAKTBA b
. HAKy J 102 SKU'Lli.CAnir iU KBBKCCA 2?-Z8 .. HAKTHA ANK 13
, NANCy 1UZ . i;iiUKGti ll SUVB JOtlNiimi 3 ,. NAKVHA AHN GKKBN 1Z
. KUSA A lOZ . JOHN 1 zo . JUDA i . KAKTHA ANK HAKUV 13
. Kusny . JUSKPtl Z2 . LUUISK 3 . KAKTBA HITCHBL 12
. S J lui.ll)4 . L 1 11 . LUCy ] . HAKy 11
. !i H 102 . f'AUL L tu . HACK 4 . HAMCy b/n
. SAHAtt lljl . SIHONI) 20 . NANCr 4 . PALBSTIItii 28
. STHLLAK 1U4 nmij L b . HICA 4 . POLUA b
. T J ii):i KHODy b , Pill 5 . POLiy ANN 28
28. nu 1U') SKn'OH.GHANr bb . SAKy b . K A
. 1 H lO'i . NULLy bb-bJ . riSNAH / . KANUOLPB K lib
. V N 11 . bTKLLA b? , THOHPSUN ? . KKBIICCA UAUOHI'liK 11
SANLiiKHK % SHACKKLtOKu 52 SLAVrON. 28
^ANKSJIiHI! C 1U SHACKKLFOKD.ALLKIt 21 NANCy CAKULINB 44 . KOBHKT b
liAKrill.iiilJ'.ABKrH b SHAIN.JIINK 114 UlNKKk,CAMILLA . KUBKN A 28
SArit!i,i;(!ijKi;ii h ss yAfirUANIKL 1! 11 . PASCAL n . KUBY JONBS 115
. IVA FHANUIH 1 U , PASCAL "^Amii" 41 . KIITH JKNNINGS 12-13
. ihm I 1 SHAVJAKH^ 1. 114 SHITH 11 . SALLV b
SAUHyhKS.IililtKySHIbLli 1'i . nu U SmVH.ABSuLUN 97 . UMil b
SAVAChJIiKliNIAH 6 . KOHIiKT 11 . ALKaNDBK 27-28 . SAKAU 101
L/!)IA b SHKAFFHK.II T 114 . AHANDA 27 . StIlilLA 18
SAVViiK.IIUlll m 114 SUIiLroN.VANllA J lU . ANlilK 11 . STKLLA U
Kum «3 SHllKBllKNIi.JAtlliS 11^ . BAKNKTT /4 . SUSAN 12-13
SCHIKLliH.I'ATKIClA HAMCy 119 . BKTTy ALUKLL 115 . SUSAK YANCIir U
nwxik m 114 SKlPUY.GHUKi;!! 4/ . CHARLHS BlLiy SHITK 1 . SUSAH (ANCY 13
sanuBDisK.iihrni! lU . JOSKPH 9/ . CLLIK BKKIiNCrUN 28 . THOHAS F 22
SCHUUIi,HAKili K 114 . HAKy POLL* Vl . BAVIU b,104 . V BASIL 51
scorr.ALicii , KlLLy PKHIITT <il . DAVID CAKPBKLL 12-13 . R V 13
. ALKUA 11 . NArHANiU 4? . [lAVIU liHtitiN 12 . jflLLIAN B
11
. unmn un ll-U . PKUUHIICIi b . UlANMA/DlAllNklK 47 . IILLIAN K
11
. liKliy 11 . KOBfeKT Hi . HLISA DOULILA.S U
. IlLLIAK SKHBD 12-13
. FKANCIS 21 SHIPP.JAKISS HAKTIN 10b , BLUA DUUOLAS U . VILLiAH VASHIKGrOK U
. ^KAIIK b VUGiNiA L 41,114 . BLiZABBVK 1IJ1
15
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION








Enclosed is my check or money order in the amount of $10.00 for
membership in the Society. Dues received before January 31st will assure
that your name is on the mailing list for "Traces" for the first Issue of the
year. Please notify us of any change in mailing address.
Oate: Signature:
(;i:\FKAr f.\FOK\lATIO\
Membership is open to anvont interested in the histon of the South Central Kentuck>
area, centering around Barren (,ount>. Annual dues are SIO.OO.
TRACES, the Socictj's quarterly publicalioii is received by ail members. It is published
seasonally; Spring, Summer, tall and Winter. Members joining during the year will
receive the past issues of that year.
(-Ontributions are earnestly solicited. Family genealogies, marriages, Bible, will and
probate, cemetery, court and other records are all acceptable. You will be listed as the
contributor on all the material you submit
Queries arc accepted only from members, without limit, and will be published as space
permits. Queries should be limited lo about fifty words each.
Books to be reviewed in "IR.VCES" must be sent with information as to the cost,
including postage, and from whom (he book may be obtained. Books become the property
of (he Socieiy lihrai*y. Books should have some Kentucky interest. Reviews will be
published as space permits.
I'-Xchangc of "TRACES" with other societies or publications is accc-ptable and welcome.
^Ifctings arc held monthly, except December, at the Mary Wood Weldon Memorial
Library, College Street, Glasgow, K). Ihe meetings, heldon the fourth Thursday, begin at
..7:U0 P.M. CST.. Interesting .and informative programsar« planned for each meeting and
your supportive attendance is always welcome.
Back issues of the publication are available. Our supplies of the following issues are all
gone: \ ol I, Nos 1-4 (1973); Vol 2, Nos 1-4 (1974); Vol J. Nos 1 and 4 (1975); Vol 4, No 4
(i976»; \ ol 5. No I (1977); Vol 6, INo 2 (1984); Vol 9, Nos 1-4 (1981); \ ol 10, Nos 1 & 2
(1982). \ol 12, No 2 (1984). All others may be purchased as long as (he supply lasts at
SJ.tiO each. Back issues will be mailed «ilh our regular quarterlv mailing.
Correspondence of any type that requires a reply should always contain a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. Address all mailings to the Society a(; South Central Kentucky
Historicnl and Onenlogical Socicty, Inc., () Box 157, (;iasgow, Kv 42141
NKITHKK " I RVC KS" NOR I IIK KDI IOR ASSl'MKS HKSPONSlBll IT\ FOR
OPINIONS OR FRRORS IN FACTS OR JIIXIMFNT FXPRFSSFH BY THK
CONTRIBI TORS. FRRORS BROI GIH TO OL R Ai l FN l lON \MLL BE
CORRECTED AS SPA< F PFRMI1 S
SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY
HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY, INC.
R O. Box 157
Glasgow, Kentucky 42I42-0I57
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
BULK RATE
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
PERMIT NO. 231
GLASGOW, KY
42142
NON-PROFIT
ORGANIZATION
THIRD CLASS
MAIL
